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r~TRODUCTION

As society becomes more
dous gro\ th of mechanical
regulated by ma.chines.

co~plex

end

ith the tremen

over, man lives increasingly

Furthermore, as man becomes mare

mechanically regulated, he becomes more and more detached
from former traditions.

He has beco e, in sociological

terms, alierilited, alie ated from his

0

from nature, and from the spiritual

arId.

it is meant a sense

0

n self, from others,
By alienation,

rootlessness, a lack of concrete

feeling, and anxiety due to the depersonalizing forces in
odern society.

an has entered into

hat many have termed

the age of secularization; traditional culture has dlsin

te rated and the ideas

d beliefs upon which social and

individual lives h ve been or anized have decayed.

Man,

wi to his scientific knowledge and great technical 8,cLteve

ments, has gained much power, but this power has also
stripped nature of its sacred forms so that man feels
homeless, and he is left with a world that is neutral
and alien.
Confused as to his nlace in the sche e of a arId
gro ing each day closer yet more 1 personal, ore
densely populated yet in f ce-to-face relations
more dehumanized; a world appealing ever more
.idely for his conce n and sympathy ith unknown
masses of men, yet fundanentally alienat ng h m
even from his next neig bor, today estern man
has become mechanized, routinized, ade comfor

2

table as an object; but in the profound sense
displaced and hroyn off balance as a subject
creator and po er.
The individual Is caught in social confusion.
cor.duct and ethics are

DO

His

longer socially tolerable.

He

has become self-centered, and in striving to be an indi
vidual he has broken down the culture of commonly shared
beliefs and activities.

material values have rained pre

eminence, and.proportionate to this, spiritual values have
decreased.

Before this stage of secularization had set

in, religion
••• had been a structure th t eneom assed man's
life, providing him ith a system of i ages and
s boIs by which he could exuress his own aspir
ations toward psychic holeness. With the loss
of this containing frame ork man becam~ not only
a dispossessed but a fragmentary belng. 2
Human communities have been shattered and replaced
by

collectivities

sonality.

.ich

frag~ent

the whole, unique per

The modern developments of science and techno

logy have led to this collectivization and delndividuali
zation which stand::;rdize, specialize, and functionalize
the individual.

The business of everyday life 1s trans

acted virtually bet\'zeen s tt"ang.ers.
ized relations, creatin
tion from society.

These are depersonal

a sense of isolation and aliena

he result of all this is that the

individual is being destroyed.

Traditional group life

Is disappearing, and nothing is taking its place.

~an

must realize that hope and salvation will come from spir
itual rene aI, and from this rene aI, cultural and social
reorganization 'ill folIo •

3
ith the

f~ding

of a common langu2ee of v21ues and

the feeling of an inner :1uman cOmIr,uni ty, there h2s been
a decrease of h
functio~alized

an responsibilities.

Specialized and

responsibilities have replaced

sponsibilities and responsibility to the

h~a~

u an co

re

urity.

FUnctional responsibility is an objective and impersonal
obligation.
The most frlghtering aspect of our present world
is not the horrors in themselves, the ~troclties,
the technolo~ical exter inations, but the one
fact at the root of it all: the fading away of
any hur~·an cri terion, the disruption of the con
tents and substrat? of human resporsibility.3
In former times, there evolved from

religio~

and

tradition certain values which determined man's be aVlor,
producing aD inner coherence and h

an community.

a value, a concept must have some degree of

pe~

To be
ner-ce;

further1:'"lOre 1 t must be beyond the purely personal and
subjective.

But today, values have disirtegrated into

mea ingless conventions.

Men

••• have lost values and the faculty of valua
tion; their lives are harassed and breathless,
their consciousness filled with a tumult of
incoherert facts. Temptations and pressures,
senS2tions and fears, the f1 ht for jobs, the
whip of competition, the lure of money, the
supreme standard of suc~ess - this is what
drives the~ day by day.
There can be no doubt that traditional norms and
values are disintegrating.

One can just look at the In

creasing divorce rate to see that the institution of mar
riage is no longer as strong nor as meaningful as it used
to be.5

The major proble~ is not so much the discarding

4

of these traditional values but that not ing is taking
Furthermore, it is obvious that this lack

their place.

of any value systen: is

rowing increasingly dangerous

bec;S.use ,,":an is left in a vacuum.
odern man
self,

nd his god, has lost the sense of his ovm value

and worth.
the

ho is alienated from nature, others, his

He has lost the experience of community and

eaning of life.
'The s})iri tua;l disintegration of our day con
sists in the loss of an ultimate meaning of life
by the peop.le of estern civilization. And ?Ii th
the loss of the meaning of life they have lost
personali ty and community.- They have become,
hether they know it or not, parts of an objec
tive process th t determines their life in very
respect, from their economic situation to thei
spiritual for. The insecurities and vicissi
tudes involved in this process have produced
feelings of fear, a iety, loneliness, abandonment,
uncertainty, and emptiness. Their sniritual life
oscillates between a cynical aod fanatical sur
render to powers the nature of hich nobody can
fully grasp or control, and the end of hich no
body can see.,6
Viktor E. Frankl, in his book Man's Search for :ean

.!.rl.&, is deeply concerned
of

alien~tion

ith the contemporary problem

and the lack of meaning in life.

e believes

that the solution to this problem lies ,in the approach of
logotherapy.

Logotherapy enters the spiritual

of human existence.
ties and the potentia
The goa

of

It is concerned

di~e~slon

wlt~ spirit~al

reali

meaning of existence to be fulfilled.

an is vie ed to consist in t:le fulfillment of

meaning and the actualization of v21ues.
Logothera y focuses on the future.

It is less retro

spective a d introspective than psychoanalysis.

It is

concerned with the meaning of human existence as well as
rna_'s search for meaning.

The motivating force in life

is the striving to find meaning.

Meaning can be fulfilled

only by the individlial man himself.

The mean n

t

t is

to be fulfilled is more than an expression of ego, more
Further~ore,

than a projection of wishful thinking.

is a1 ays a sense of freedom involved, in that of
ing or forfeiting th t

there

f~lfl11

hich has potential mean! g for a

The approach of logotherapy views suffering as an
integral and definite part of life.
in life, there must be a meaning
not complete
in

ithout sufferin

If there is

n suf ering.

and death.

Life is

It 1s the way

hich man acce ts his 'fate' and sufferin

actually happens to him that counts.

eaning

and not what

Even in the most

bitter struggle for living man can still find meaning in
hie! life.

We need to have fait. i
of suffering;
sche's
bear

the future during momen s

e need hope, direction, and purpose.

ords hold true: "He
i th al cst any

~.11

ho has a

ili

If there is

710

to live for can
rur}Jose to life,

if there is no goal or no sense in living, in other
if there is no why, then no matter ho

Nietz

~ords,

glorious or materi

ally comfortable the hQ!, life is lost and of little val
ue.
Religion i
and satisfaction.

man's attenpt to achieve lasting mea ing
It is concerned with the immediate

6
factor

of everyday life and Rlso with someth ng deeper

and enduring, e.g., man's salvation.

The existence of

man as the goal of religion is to enable man to realize
that his life is ,;,orth-whl1e end meaningful.
The primary concern of man is to invest life with
as much meaning as is possible.

The basis of human exist

ence 1s a consciousness of responsibility and the attain
ment of meaning.

Logotherapy's concern is in maki g man

a are of this consciousness.

an is more than the result of biological, psycho
logical, a d sociological factors.

Even though man is

finite and his freedom is limited, man is not f lly con
ditioned an
ing.

determined.

an is ulti ately self-determin

an does more than exist; he decides

ence will be.

an has

any potentialities

h t his exist
it i

He is both creator and ere ture, beautiful and
most glorious and the most base.

himself.

~gly,

the

He can be better than

the best of all livi g creatures or worse than the

0

st.

What poten ialities are actualized Ultimately depend on
man himself.
The tasks of 1 fa vary according to each individual
and so does the meaning of life.
be answered in a general
and so 1s the meaning

aYe

Lifels meaning

ca~not

Every situation is unique

hich it imparts to the individuel

involved or the meaning the indiv dual imparts to it.
Manis

opportunity, his unique oppo tunity, lies in the

he faces each situation a.nd bears his burden.

It is up

ay

7
to the iHdividual to give to life the degree a:ld quality
of meaning which it can have for him.
~an

needs to feel th t he is an

ndividual

ith an

inner freedom and personal value, to be able to choose
his attitude even within a given set of

circu~stcrces.

Even under given circurrs t2.nces man c.s.n still decide ?lha.t
will become of him, both mentally and spiritually.

"It

is this spiritual freedom - which cannot be taken away 
7 It 1s man's
th2.t makes life meaningful and purposeful."
attitude to ards his life

hich counts even if his existence

is restricted and limited by external forces.

Ultimately,

satisfaction with and salvation in life depend on man's
attitude.
Existential logo therapy enables man to see the possi
bilities and relevance of values for his life.

Values are

either creative, experiential, or attitudinal.

Creative

values are the result of man's

actions.

0

Experiential

values are the result of man being receptive to the world
in which he lives and being sensitive to the oeauty, truth,
and goodness therein.

But it is in the erea of attitu

dinal values that logotherapy comes to the fore because
these are values that are realized

~hen

externals limit

one's life and man can only make a very limited choice
in his actions.
deter

e

Then it is his

0

n attitude which

i 1

hether or not such an act will be meani.ngful.

The life in concentration camps is a good example and
especially relevant here because in such a situation man

8

was definitely limited as to his actions, and it was his
attitude

n these eire

stances that decided whether he

would spiritually survive or truly die a spiritual death,
not being able to find meaning in life and therefore lose
all will to live.

In the life of a concentration camp,

there could be no experiential or creative values, but

"A man can still find life purposive, and ca demonstrate
this by the way or manner in which he faces the inevitable
or the way in

hlch he handles suffe'ring .,,8

attitude which counts.

Death, no matter ho

It is the
~

it is ex

perienced, can al ays be faced in a dignified manner; this
is what life demands.
The existential act of ran is his rising spiritually
abov'e his own p,sychophys1cal existence.

The essence of

man entails this spiritual dimension; it is this

hich

separetes him from the rest of the animal kingdom.
Existence means ••• being, a certain kind of be~
ing" specifically and intrinsically hmnan, which
man, and man alone, is capable of attaining; 'it
is characterized by the ability of man to tran
sc'end himself, to emerge abo've h •• self, above
the level of his ovm physical and psychic deter
minants, such as his heredity and environment.'
The being, man, can grapple with these determi
nants and shape them even as they seek to shape
hi', or he can sup1 ely submi t to them.
an,
therefore does not merely eXist, but rather, a
portentous characteristic of his existence is
precisely his personal influence upon success
ive stages of his existence....
.an continu
ally decides what he 1s becoming.9

Only man has the ability to transcend himself, and man
must recognize this potential within hi
find meaning.

elf in order to

9
Existential frustration 15 the frustration of man's
will to meaning, to find concrete
existence.

It is despair over the lack

nificance and import.

in his personal

me?~ing
~f

an's existential

a life of sig

vacu~~

is charac

terized by inner emptiness, where there is no me,anlng worth

Ao:an he s lost much;, trad! tion is no longer the

Ii ving for.

operative force in life that it used to be.

In a "free"

and ltdemoc"ratlc" society nothing tells him

hat he has to

do or

ght to do, and it is a moot point as to whether

0

man knows what be

nts to do.

n's search for meaning in life migbt often bring
tensions.

But such tensions are an indispensable prere

qUisite for
what
~arc

h8S

me~tal

health, that is the

ter.si0~s

between

been achieved and what has yet to be accomplished.

needs more than equilibrium and homeostasis to achieve

truly inner peace.

5e needs not a tensionless state but

one of struggling and striving for some worthy goal.
needs a spiritual dyne les chere there is

~e~r.ing

He

waiting

to be fulfilled end v.'here it is man r S goal to fulfill such.
potential meaning.
The meaning of life varies among men.
abstract meaning of life.

There is no

Each man is questioned by life,

and every individual must ans er for his own life, in his
o

way, with

is aVon sense of responsibility.

sibleness 1s the essence of

hQ~an

existence.

Respon
Man needs

to be made aware of bis own responsibleness, either to
hat and/or to whom.

an. is a responsible creature

11.0

10
must actualize the potential meaning of his existence.
The true meaning of life is to be found in the world, in
living, in encounters and
not in

relatio~ships

hat is only within man.

with others, and

It is not so much a pro

cess of self-actualization as it is a process of selftranscendence.

Self-actualization Is not an alm but more

of a by-product realized when man
fulfillment of life's meaning.
be endured.

comm~ts

himself to the

Life is not something to

Life involves more than passive resistance;

it demands an active participation.
~an

is both a responsible and a free being.

capable of real decisions and responsible acts.
and responsibility are inextricably related.
sponsible to

hi~self

~hich

is other than himself, but to

~ulSillment

surroundings.

Uan is re

Man is also responsible to
hom and/or to

what 1s ultimately left up to the individual.
ultimate

Freedom

in realizing his freedom and finding

the utmost meaning in life.
that

He 15

To

fi~d

man must take an active part in his

Man must relate

hi~self

t.o a purpose and

function larger and greater than himself.
The concept of, responsibility in existential
analysis means that. man is responsible for
the actualization of values 1n his life, -and
responsible !2 others, conscience, family,
society or God. Sel~-re2l1zation ••• must still
be related to a l:=,rger purpose or function:
vocation and responsibility. For ••• man is
seen as not responsible for self-fulfillment
or self-actualization prim rily, but for the
fulfillment of his 0
unique life's tasks.
Then self-realization follows as a side ef
fect. IO

11

In some

ay, the abstractness of l'fe in th s tech

nological and bureaucratic age,
en tes man, must be dealt

hich fragments and ali

ith.

opby behind existenti 11sm

Perhaps, it is the philos

ich offers a solution to this

problem for existentialism "seeks to bring the

hole man 

the concrete individual in the whole content of his every
day life and in his total mystery and questionableness 
into philosophy. nIl
cept of

It

The import nt aspect here is the con

holeness u •

Contemporary society

as standard

ized, functional1zed, specialized, segmented, and frag
mented maD, and

hat

into a sUbstcntial,

e must no' do is put man back together
consiste~t,

and coherent

Fr2rLI is deeply concerned with

and sense of va ues.
as inborn and innate.

hole.

an's spiritual needs

He looks on man's search for meaning
Furthermore it is an unending search

for a higher and ultimate

eaning.

meaning 1s man's salvation.

The realization of

It is essGntial for the ful

fillment of life.
Man

ust not become provincial and narrow- inded in

his ouest for meaning.

There is no one .ay to the "Truett,

the "Good", and the "Beautiful ll •

anust be broad

nded

and realize that that which may be signific2nt and the means
-of salvation

fo~

one is not necessarily so for another.

The

"Good Life" can be found in many different realms of life;
it may be music for one person" art for another, literature

for a third and so on.
-within these cate aries.

od, there are further diVisions
Who is to judge what 1s, in

12
T'11lichian terms, the ultimate "ultimate concern tl of man?
quest for meaning is an individual affair.

~ants

There

can be no general and conclusive statement in this area,
in the sense that tbere cannot be one thing that will
bring meaning to all men.
hile for others

For some Jesus is the Christ

ohammed is the savior.

hat must be

realized 1s that there is not only one savior or redee er
for all mankind.

We must recognize that our environment,

our heredity and culture de and different modes of sal
vation.

The problem is not in the defini.tive prescription

of the means of salvation for mankir-d but in the recogni
tion that the realization of Deening is the ever ongoing
search

hich brings fulfillment to life.

The change in society from a tightly bound and well
structured organization to one that 1s loosely knit and
amorphous has had a de inite effect upon man.

The SUb

sequent result of the massification and mechanization of
society has led to the frag. entation and alienation of
contemporary man.

In the true sense of the

lost the sense of community.

ord, man has

Frankl states a possible

solution, but his 1s a highly theoretical one and one that
see s impractical to man today.
ly what it is that we should do.

He does not tel

us exact

He does not tell us be

cause he cannot; he cannot because there is no exact

answer~

And for t is very reason, he may be highly unsatisfactory
to those who want a concrete solution and definitive ans er.
And yet, this is the essence of our proble

and

hat

akes
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the discussion and analyzation of such necessary and rele
vant, namely that something is definitely the matter with
us, with our society, and with our lives in general.

Some

thing has been lost; there is something missing in our
lives.

We, or perhaps it is better to say, a definite

segment of the population, lack that inner something to
make life meaningful, to take it above the superficial
level of clothing, cars, and

m~ney,

and to give to it

a value which can transcend the minutia of everyday exist
e,nce.
I ment,ion Frankl and his approach of logotherapy here

because in the discussion of the thought of

~artin

Buber

and Sarvepal1i Radhakrishnan in the pages that follow, it
will be shown that

Fr~r~l

is the one who poses the question$

hich Buber and Radhakrishnan answer.

Both Buber and

Radhakrishnan deal with the problem with which Frankl is
so deeply concerned: namely, that it is not so much that
traditional group life is disappearing but that nothing
is taking its place and that there is an excessive use
of the scientific method, excessive because the method
of science deals only with part of man
Radhakrishnan are concerned

ith the

nd Buber and
hole of man.

Buber

and Radhakrishnan both recognize the need for a spiritu
al renewal because this is where man's hope and salvation
11e.

In a sense, Buber and Radhakrishnan utilize Frankl's
approach because they both view the actualization of

14
meaning as a basic goal for man's life.

As does Frankl,

they see man as being ultimately self-determining, with
the power
ful or not.

"thin himself either to make his life meaning
Furthermore, they see the need for

~an

to

relate hi self to a purpose and function larger than him
self; they see the need for true human community where
there is an active participation in and sharing with others,
where there is constant communication and a sense of re
lation between man and God, man and nature, and man and
man.

15
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BUBER
There are three stages in Buber's philosophy:

The early

period of mysticism, the middle period of religious existen
tialism. and the last and mature period of dialogue or "I-Thou"
philosophy.

Buber was strongly intiueneed by Hasldism which

was a popular mystical movement that swept through eastern
Europe in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

Hasidlsm

ie a mysticism which hallows community and everyday life.

It

rejects both asceticism and denial of the senses; it cultivates
joy.
by

In Hasldlsm, everything is just waiting to be hallowed

man.
BUber found in Hasldism the communal embodiment of
the ~ajor emphasis of his early philosophy of JUdaism-
creativity, concern for personal Wholeness. the reali
zation of truth 1n life, and the jolnin~ of spirit and
of basic life energies. l
The second stage of Buber's philosophy is

tentialism.

reli~ious

exis

Buber 1s an existentialist because he makes exis

tence rather than essence the starting point of his ontological
reflections, of his quest for true being and reality.

At the

center of his existentialism 1s the Biblical emuna. uncond1
tional trust 1n the relationship with God, where true reality
of

living consists 1n meeting. where transcendence addresses

man in the events of everyday I1fe. where man's ultimate con
cern 1s partnership with Ood and not the unravelling of divine
mysteries.
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This concept of relationship and meeting leads to BUber's
final stage, namely the philosophy of dialogue, which Buber
calls the I-Thou relationship.

I ana Thou 1s the give and

take of genuine conversation between men in existential oon
rrontation.

It 1s the philosphy of dialogue directed towards

what Buber calls real questions rather than philosophical prob
lems.

Buber says that philosophical problems emerge when men

reflect on real questions, on questions not engaging merely
the intellect but the entire person.
man I S se'lf-awarenes·s.

They

pable of being answered"

a~e

Real questions arise from

questions not neces,sarlly ca

but ones whIch must be asked as part

of being man.
Actually Buber 1s neither a philosopher nor a theologian,
but a philosophical anthropologist.investigating the problem
of man.

There is a close relation between BUber's philosophical

anthrot>ol,ogy and his dialogical- ttleory of knowledge.
He is concerned ••• not with deducing man's place from
some over-all concept of being or the cosmOs but with
that twofold attitude that make man man. Man becomes
man with the other self. He would not be man at all
without the I-Thou relationship. And man becomes more
fully human through moving. ~rom the separateness of the
man who 1s nQ longer a child to the mature' I-Thou rela
tionship •••• The enulneness of manta existence is seen
&s dependent upon his brlnglngall his separate spheres
of activity into the tlife or olalogue' a life in which
one does ,not n~cessarily have much to do with ,others but
really has to do with those with who.DI one has to do. 2
B\1ber's, emphasis 15 on the meeting between man and man, between
man and what is over

a~a1nst

him.

It Is a meeting which can

never become an identifiable object, nor can it ever become
stagnant and rigid; rather it 15 an active life.
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Buber was influenced
total

~nvolvement.

je~tlve

by

Klerkegaard and his belief of

absolute commitment, the priority of 8ub

thinking, truth as existential or lived truth, and the

stress on the centrality of the individual.
the action of the whole man
scienoe or the emotions,.

and

Buber insisted on

not just the mind. the con

He greatly emphasized the warmth of

community and the utter necessity of religion as a this-wordly
faith where devotion transforms all·-aspects of common life
together.

Buber's goal 1s to bring all mankind into genuine

commun1ty.
Buber is opposed to European intellectualism and deeply
disturbed by modern. man's plight of over-commeroialism and
super-intellectualism.

Buber believes that the crisis of man

today 1s the crisis of what 1s between man and man,
The,re has been an increasing decay of old organ1c forms.
Society Is, becoming large.r and larger
the same time Intensiried.

and

man' BJ solitude is at

Man no longer feels at home in the

wOI".ld; he has, lost hi-so cosmological security.

Outwardly, the

old for-ms have remained fairly much the same. but actually they
have lost their inner meaning and spiritual power.
• • .The increased sense of solitude is dulled and
suppressed by bustlln actlvltie.s; but wherever a
man' enters the stillness. the actual reality of his
lire. he exper1ences the depth of ~olltude. and con
fronted with the ground of his existence expe~lence8
the depth or the human problematic.3
There has been an increasing

~18e

of technology but man

1s no longer in control of the world' of science
helped to create.

whH:h

he has

In a sense, this technological world 1s

lndepende.nt of man; it 1,15 stronger than he 1s.

It is as if the
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machines that man has created are no longer tools for man but
that man is the extension of these machines.
grip of an incomprehensible power.

Man is in the

In former times. the in

comprehensible power was God. but now it 1s the advances or
science and machines.

There 1s both a feeling of power and

powerlessness within man. the power of creating these fantastic
mach1nes, bombs, and the like, and the ultimate powerlessness
of not being really able to control them; they are the master
of h.1m instead of vice-versa.

Man has become a problem to him

self; ours 1s a homeless age.
The problem of our technological age is that the method
of science does not investigate man as a whole but only 1n se
lective aspects.

The scientific method 1s the development of

the I-It way of knowing. that of SUbject-object.

It cannot

discover the wholeness or man nor can it discover the unique
ness or man as man.

It 18 becoming increasingly difficult to

percelve 'the other' as a whole, as a unity, and as unique be
cause we are characterized by our analytic methods of pUlling
apart and

~uttlng

back togetner. of grasping the other as an

object, of destroying the mystery of the universe and of man
with man.

This analytical method of science 1s necessary and

good 1n its place. but we must recognize its limits and realize
its bounds.
Modern man is InsecQre and repressed, isolated and es
tranged, incapable of direct relations and genuine dialogue
with both individuals and the community as a whole.
life i8 1

Man's

••• a sterile alternation between universal war
and armed peace. 'The modern crisis 1s thus a
crisis both of the individual and or society at
large. 4
The crisis cannot be solved either through individualism or
cOllectivism, but through the relation between man and man,
taking place 1n direct encounter between individuals and the
community at large.

Buber"s concern here is not only with

the wholeness of the indivIdual but also with the restruc
turing of society at large.
The structure of modern soeiety makes true dialogue dif
ficult if not almost Impo$sible.

Society has become so massi

fied and or such an impersonal nature that genuIne dialogQe is
most di,rf1c,ult.

There 18 a vital need for the restructuring

of ,society to enable true dialogue· to, take place.
The result of this progressive decline of dialogue
and the growth of universal mistrust is that nanls
need for confirmation no longer finds any natura!
sat1sfaction. Man seeks confirmation either through
h1m~elr or through membership 1n a collective, but
both of these confirmations are illusory •••• Con
firmation 1s by its ve~y nature a reciprocal pro~
cess; the man Who does not confirm his fellow-man
wt_ ,1 not only reeeive no confirmation froll oth81!S
but w11l find it increasingly difficult to eonflr
himself. 5
Ne1ther the individual1st nor the collectivist knows true
personal wholeness or true responsibility.

Collect1U~8m

is

more characteristic of our age, and 1t i3 also the m6re danger
ous of the two.

It represents an escape from any personal re

sponsIbl1ity 1nto the security of massive group formations and
subsequently the loss or self.

It 1s the desire for 'belonging J

giving the appearance but not the real1ty o( relatIon.
"At the core of the B,ocial problems of our time lles the

need fot the resumption of genuine dialogue

b~tween

tnd1v!duals
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and between peoples •••• n6

Hope depends on renewal of the

dialogical prlDc1ple, namely that

all real living 1s meeting.

Modern man 1s insecure; he questions not only the uni
verse and his relation to it, but also himself.

There 1s no

longer even the social security of former times that man gained
by liVing in a small organic community.

Man is homeless; he

1s experiencing social and cosmic insecurity, a 105s of con
fiden.ce 1n human existence and also a loss of trust In God.
The crisis of man which has become apparent in our
day announces· itself most slearly as a crisis of
trust.... You aSK, trust in Whom? But the quest
10n already contains a limitation not admissable
here. It 1s simply trust that 1s inereasin~ly lost
to men 0" our time.... Thi& lack of trust 1rt Being,
this incapacity tor unreser~ed intercourse with the
other, points to an innermost sickness Or the sense
or ex1stence.7
And yet, we must not give up hope.

Genuine dialogue between

peoples 1s by no means impossible;

we must dare to trust.

In the study of the problem of man. BUber's concern 1s
with the wholeness of man.

He is not concerned with man In

relation to a particular philosophical discipline but is dealIng with the concrete, existential characteristics of man.
The e"8sence of man is not hls reason but his relation to others.

The wholeness of man Is realized in
knowledge of the

I~Thou

partner8hlp~

It is through

relation that conception of the whole

ness of man is possible.

Only I-Thou sees this wholeness as the whole person
1n unreserved relation with what 1s over against him
rather than as a sum of parts, some of whiCh are la
belled objective and hence oriented around the thing
~own. , and 80me SUbjective ·and! hence oriented around
the knower.
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Buber upheld a

tWQ~fold

principle of human life.

The

first he calls settin'F'; at a distance whereby the obj ect be
comes an independent opposite.
of entering into relation.

The second principle 1s that

Man can only enter into relation

with that which has been set at a distance.

Genuine conver

sation means the acceptance of otherness, of the independent
opposite who has been set at a distance.
The growth of the self 1s achieved through man's relation
to others, not to

hlmself~

Self-realization 1s not a goal but

the by-product.
The inmost growth or the self 1s not accomplished,
a8 people like to suppose today, in man's relation
to h1m~elf, but ••• in the making present of ano
ther self and in the knowledge that one 18 made pre
sent in his own self by the other.9
Man sets man at a distance, realizes the distinct otherness and
uniqueness of the other, and still enters into relation with
him, accepting and more importantly, confirming the other as
he is.

It 1s through confirmation of an other that man becomes

a self with the other.

The goal, which 1s not self-realization,

is the completion of the act of setting at a distance by enter
ing into relation.

It is by entering into relation that man is

oonstituted as human; it 1s the way 1n which man truly becomes

man.
Only man 18 the creature capable of entering into relations
with others and the world and able to experience the mystery and
depth of the world and others.
vate suoJect1ve

expe~len~e

Life is not to be lived 1n pri

but in meeting, in the realities

that occur when men come into relation with one another.

What

happens between men is more important than what man does with
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his solitariness.
people.

Meaning comes from what transpires between

The self truly exists as it takes its stand in re

latlon to others.

Personal intercourse Is vitali ideas, con

cepts, and intellectual intercourse cannot be substituted for
it.
The essence

or

lated individuals.

man is found in community and not in i80

An individualistic anthropology, that Is,

concerned with the relation of man only to himself. can never
lead to the complete and full knowledge of man's being.

Col

lectlvisM ofters no better solution because it does not see
man at all but only society.

In individualism, man glorifies

his solitary state and his isolation while in collectivism,
man trIes to escape from h1s solitariness by contemporary
massive formations. in this way he tries to free himself from
his feeling of homelessness.

In a collectivity it is not man

with man because man does not trUly communicate with others.
Man's isolation is not so much overcome as it is overpowered
by the m&s$lveness of society.
Only when the individual knows the other in all his
otherness as himself. as man. and from there breaks
through to the other, has he broken through his soli
tude in a strict and transforming meeting. lO
This can only happen when man is a genuine person, and in indi
vlduallsm and collectivism there are no genulne persons, nor
are there any genuine relat1ons.
in collectivism is man realized in

Neither in individualism nor
h~8

wholeness.

Furthermore,

there 1s no sense of ,community in either individualism or col
lectiviSM, even though there is a semblance of such in collec
tivism.

In actuality. though. a collectivity is the organized
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atrophy and degeneration of personal existence.
The quest10n of what man 1s can only be answered when
based 'on the wholeness or man and on the consideration of
his relation to others.
person e'xcept

by

We cannot prove the reality of a

the risk or c,o'nun! tment of 11 vlng with him

and truly exper1encing him.

Man can never be fully con

ceptuallzed; he cannot be reduced to the level of an object.
It 1s ,only tht'Qugh sharing w1 th another that man can fUlly
and aotually know him.

Man is man only as he is with man.

The fWldamental fa,ct of human existence is man
with man. What is, peculiarly characteristio o,f
the human world 1s above all that something takes
place between one being and another the like ,of
which can be found nOWhere in nature. Il
ThIs ls the essential and primal category of human reality;
It 1s What happens between men 1s existential confrontat1on.
Man 1s

cbaracteri~ed

possibilities.
1stence.

by his potentiality, his inherent

He is the crystallized potentiality ot ex

Man 1s neither good nor evll by nature but polar;

the worst and the best in man
~Man

a~e

dependent upo,n One another ..

Is good and evil together; he is the creature of th.e be

tween, with the potentiality of being the

mOIst

glorious ot

all creatures or of be1ng the most base.
Man i8 the o,nly creature with the unique pote<ntlality
of transoending his own psychophysical eXistence.
Human lire possesses absolute meaning through tran
,scending 1n practice its own conditioned nature.
tbat Is, through man' s seeing that whlcb he' con
fronts. and with which he can enter into a real
relation of being to being, as not less real than
himself. ' d through taking it not less seriously
than hll7ls If. Human life touches on absoluteness
~n virtue of its dialogical character, for in spite
of his uniqueness man can never find, when he
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plun~es to the depth of his life, a being that is
whole in itself and as such touches on the absolute.
Man can become whole not in virtue of a relation to
himself, but only in virtue of a relation to another
self. This other self may be just as limited and
conditioned as he is; in being togethi~ the unlimited
and the unconditioned is experienced.

According to the philosophy of dialogue, man has two pri
mary attitudes, symbolized by the two primary words,
and "I-It."

"I~Thou"

These two attitudes are the ways by which man

confronts the external world.

In the I-It posture, man looks

at things as tools capable of being used to further his own
personal interests.

This attitude is characteristic of com

mon sense and physical science, enabling man to construct an
ordered view of the world.

In this attitude man places things

1n the context of time, space, and causality.
latlonshlp Is a subject-object relation.

The I-It re

It is always indi

rect, not occurring between man and man or man and the world,
but within the individual man., The I-It relation is neces
sary

because it enables man to comprehend and Qrder

thou~h,

the universe.
The I-Thou relation contains the deeper meaning of exis
tence, but this must not lead one to think that the I-It 1s a
negative relationship.

" ••• Human life neither can nor ought

to overcome the connection with It •••• "l3
Is a needed one.

Man needs

knowled~e

The It relation

acquired in detachment

in order to achieve an objective perspective of the world and
somewhat

or

a control over nature.

The It posture becomes

evil only when it oversteps its bounds and claims to encompass
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the entire truth because then it closes the possibility of
response to deeper levels of meaning
counters.

~ained

from I-Thou en

Buber realized tnat man could not live only in the

realm of I-Thou.

However it is possible to live only in the

realm of I-It. but if a man does so then he is not really
living because, as Buber says, "all real living is meeting."
And yet. the world of It is necessary.
As individuals and as a society we must know, ana
lyze. appropriate, use, and objectify the other
human beings if we are to maintain our civilization.
This is precisely the trag1c and broken character o~
human life that it cannot go on without I-It rela
tionsh1ps.lli
It and Thou do not signify two different things but two
different relations between the same self and the same object.
The difference between the two 1s not in the object to which
one relates, but in the posture of the tI', in the attitude,
and in the actual encounter itself.
and in I-It.

The I differs in I-Thou

The I of I-It is appropriating,

usln~,obBerv1ng.

The I-It is the typical subject-object relationship.

The I of

I-It appears as individuality, conscious of itself as subject
1n experiencing and using.

In the I-It posture, the I holds

back, measurlnP.', using. and controlling the object of attention
while in the I-Thou posture the 1 affirms the other just as it
1s 1n itself.

I-Thou Is characterized by openness. directness,

and mutuality.

Dialogue is not merely the

It is more than just verbal.
of the whole

beih~.

interchan~e

of words;

Genuine d lalo'g1l1e 15 the respon,se

The I of Frhou is a matter of wholeness, a

total and essential relation.

Both are n,eeded for human ex1s

tencej it is just a question of which one is in command.

If
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the T-Thou does not comma.nd it disappears.

The problem 1s

that 1n our age the I-It has usurped this power and has gained
mastery.
In the I-Thou relationship, time, space, and causality
are all irrelevant.

The I-Thou relationship 1s characterized

by:

the whole of one's being is taken up; it

(1) Wholeness:

1s a total involvement and not simply either intellectual or
sensual.

(2) Exclusiveness:

Is conceived of

a~

the Thou as well as one's self

a wholej it 1s more than a unity because

anything that is not part of the self must belong to the Thou.

(3) Presentness:

the present

belon~s

only to the .Thou rela

tion, that w.h1ch is continually enduring.
the

I~Thou

space fade

(4) Centrality:

relat10nship endures about a center where time and
f~om

(5) Freedom:

one's consciousness.

1s free from causality, from arbitrary

self~will,

1s connected with a sense of responsibility.

the Thou
and yet it

(6)· Directness:

the I-Thou relation i5 directj there is no mediation.

Man

meeting his Thou is not conscious of any physical or mental
Intervent4.on.

What is. felt 1s reality.

(7) Non-orderability:

The Thou has no deflnite order; eaoh moment is unique.

(8) Love:

love accompan1es the I-Thou relation; it 1s the responsibility of
an I for a Thou because they are need,ed by each other.

n.,••

It is of the essence of love to feel that one's entire individ
uality 1s caught up 1n the sway of a larger relatlonshlP.n l 5

(9) Effect of the relation:
creative energy.

the relation leaves a residue of

(10) Antinomies:

the I-Thou relationship is

characterizeGl by oertal,n contradictions, e. g. :

God compris,es

mants self, and yet the self remains distinct, and man is both
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1n God and outside of him.
An important aspect of the I-Thou encounter 1s its
spontaneity; it is not something that can be planned.

"The

Thou meets me through tl'race--1t 1s not round by seeking. trl6
It 1s a finding without seeking.

Furthermore, the Thou 1s not

limited to time and space while the It is.

During the actual

Thou encounter, tbe time 15 the real present, an instant be
tween past and future, the time filled with the duration of the
encounter its,elf.
ists 1n so tar as

The present of the I-Thou relationship ex
meetln~

and relation exist.

The I-It exper

iences a moment, but with no present content since it 1s filled
with experience and

usln~,

Such actlons' have meaning only when

completed because they are always means to some further ends
an~ ne~er

ends 1n themselves.

In the I-It encounter there 1s

no 1nterest 1n the uniqueness of objects which 1s so vital to

the I-Thou relation, but only interest in objects in connection
with their relat.ions to other things through which man can use
them.
Experiencing the It 1s planned and purposerul, unlike the
Thou which is spontaneous.

The It Qoes not respond but just

allows itself to be experienced.

There 1s no mutuality.

Al

though the Thou cannot be sought. one must go out to meet the
Thou and enter into direct relation with it.
sponds to the meeting.

Then the Thou re

Man can only enter into genuine rela

tion with his whole being and it is through speaking the Thou
that the fusion of the whole being takes place.

When part of

the aelr, such as the intelligence becomes conscious of the
great experience, then the Thou vanishes and what is present 1s
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only the It.

Eventually, the Thou experience must endj the

encounter with the Thou is only momentary.

Every Thou must

at one time become an It. "This is the exalted melancholy of
our rate, that every Thou in our world must become an It. nl7
It is possible for the It to again become a Thou but it can
not remain so forever.
The fact that a person says 'Thou' 1s not vital.

What

is, is the fact that the whole self 1s engaged by another who
stands over against the other as a concrete individual.

It is

not a mystical or ecstatIc union of the self and the other but
the encounter between ma'n and the active self of

thin~s.

It

is not mystic because it is not a surrender of identity; ra
ther, it is only as each person remains fully present that the
relationship can exist.

It is a retention of self and actually

a realization of self, and yet it is also a full participation

in the

relat1o~shlp.

The I-Thou relation 1s 1n no sense mys

t1cal or ecstatic because the encounter starts where humanity
begins.

It is a part of everyday life, not something to be

reserved for special occasions.

Furthermore, there are no spe

cial institutions needed to consummate an I-Thou relation nor

1s any individual incapable of

havin~

such an encounter.

The I-Thou relation must be mutual.
mean unity, identity, or entity.

Mutuality does not

The I-Thou is a world of re

lation and togetherness where each member remains himse"lf.

The

Thou 1s not another I becaLlse the man who treats a person as
another I is not aeeinr, the other person in his uniqueness,

Qut only a projected image of himself.

It 1s only as man enters

into essential reciprocity that he beCOMes revealed as man.
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It is the only way for man to become man.
of I and Thou.

Man is the unity

It Is by becoming aware of the unique other

ness of the other that man becomes truly man.
I-ThoU gives meaning to the world of It.

I-Thou is not

an end reached in time but 1s there from the very beginning.
In I-Thou the means and the ends are one.

It 1s the free man

who acts in re'sponse to the concrete external events. only he
can see what is new and unique in each situation.

The man who

is not free sees only its resemblance to other thingsj he ne1
ther believes nor meets.
Individuality, the I of I-It, has no reality because it
has no sharin.....

It approprl,ates only unto itself.

I of I-Thou appears

throu~h

Person. the

entering into relation wlt,h -other

persons" and it is throuP-:h relation that the person shares in
rea11~y

which cannot be appropriated but only shared.

direct, the contac't with the Thou 'the fuller thesharln
more real the I,
man,

The

mean1n

of this

and the

Basic reality is the sphere between man and

The participation

vital.

The more

unfoldin~

or both partners is indispensable and

of this sphere 1s the dialo leal and the

dlalo~ieal

is not found lri one or even both of

the partners but in their interchange.

It 15 only

throu~h re~

lation that ,the man becomes whole and is able to share in ab
solute rneanln ,
The chief presupposition for the rise of ~enuine dia
lo~ue 1s that each should regard his partner as the
very one he 1s. I become aware of hl!!1, a\\!are that he
15 d1-rf:ere'nt, es,sent1ally different from rnyse'lf in the
definite, unique way wh1ch is peculiar to him, and I
accept whom I thus see, so that in full earne~tness I
can direct what I say to him as the person he 1s. Per
haps from time to time, I must offer strict opposition
to h1s view about the subject of our conversation, But
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I accept this person. the personal hearer of a con
victIon. 1n his definite being out of which his con
vict,ion has grown.... I affirm the person I struggle
with; I strug~le with h1m as hIs partner. I confirm
him as creature and as creation; I conf'1rm him who 1s
opposed to me as him who 1.3 ove'r against me. It is
true that it now depends on the other whether genu
ine dlalog~e. mutuality 1n speech arises between ~s.
But if I thus .1ve to the other who confronts me his
legitimate standing as a man w1th whom I am ready to
enter into dlalo~ue, then I may trust him and sup
pose him to be also ready to deal with me as his
partner. 18
Tru,e confirmation 1s confl,rmlng the other even as an opposing
being.

It Is to experience him as a whole, in his concrete

ness and actuality; it is to perceive man's wholeness as de
termined by 'Spirit, that ,is, his dynamic cent,er of uniqueness.
The I-Thou relation is most fully realized between hus
band and w1f'e wbere two peop,le are revealing the Thou to one
a.nother.

Love involves re,eognition and confirmation of' the

other 1n hls unlquenes·s.
I-Thou relationship.

Love is the unique quaIl ty of the

It characterizes the nature of the re

latton between Thou and Thou and the I as it participates in
that wbieh is t'he eonst:1tutlo&! relat,lon of all.

Love 15 eon

eerned wlth the whole, and it is the nature of mutual rela
tion.
I

Love is not a

for a Thou."19

feelln~

but the " ••• responsibility of an

Love, 1n order t,o' be complete, needs the

I-Thou posture. but the I-Thou enc,ounter does not necssarlly
mean love.

Pure re·latlon 15 the love between an I and a Thou.

"To the man who loves. people are set from their qualities as
good or evil. wise or foolish, and confront him in the single
ness as Thou.-.?O
Suber states that there are three forms of dialogue:
ine, technical. and

monolo~ue.

In

genu

enulne dialogue it does not

matter Whether the dialogue is spoken or silent.

What does
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matter

1~

that each person has 1n mind

the'othe~

in his present

and particular being and turns towards him to establish a liv
ing mutual relation.

T'echnical dialogue can be equated with

objective under,standing.
dialogue.

conBi~ts

MonoJl!.ogue. when it Is disguised as

or at least two men speaking but only with

their own selves.
What Suber is concerned with Is
I·Thou relation.
other.'

genuin~

dialogue. the true

The basic movement is 'turning towards the

The-purpose of genuine dialogue is not to lead to one

religion for all

mank1nd~

It could not do
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even if it was so

deslred. but it can lead to a better understanding and greater
sharing of various reIi, ious beliefs.

It can help men to re

main sensitlve and responslv,e creatures because it Is only in
the I-Thou encounter that man cares for another as the other is
in his own particular and peculiar being.
The essenee of

~enuine

dialogue is that each of the oarti

cipants, has in mind the other and turns to him to establish a
mutual relation.

Therefore a vital element is tmaking the other

present' and 'experiencing the other side.'
one must be genuinely concerned with him.

To meet another.
He is usually someone

different fro'm oneself and yet one with whom one- can enter into
a direct relation.

The response to the person one meets is nei

ther subjective nor objective interests.
the mutual reality

ex1stln~

between partners. not what goes on

within the individual person.
sake. not for one's own.

What is important 1s

One must care for another for his

When one treats another as an object.

it is an 'It' relationship, regarding him for personal use and
not as a person of unique value in himself.

"If we relate only

to others in terms of how w,e may know. and use them. we are
not really human •.••• "21

Man does not become a real person

by being concerned with himself but by entering into genuine
relations with others.

Man must realize and confirm the dif

ferences in others. thereby helping others to realize them

selves.
Buber divides the world of relation tnto three spheres:
the relation between man and nature, between man and man. and
between man and spiritual beings.

An I-Thou encounter can oc

cur between man and nature or art as well as between man and
man.

Here. the relationship is not fully reciprocal. yet the

relationship does say something to man. and in that sense. man
has a dialogue with them.
All thins address us and speak to us of themselves
if we receive them in their uniqueness and not merely
in terms or their relations to other things--how they
fit lnt,o our categories of knowledge and how we may
make use of them. Artistic creation and appreciation
does not, lIke genuine dialogue. mean an answering
with one·s personal existence of what addresses one.
but it does mean a ~enulne response to nature and to
works of art which retains the betweenness. the pre
sentness, and uniaueness of-the 'I-Thou' relation. 22
BUber states that I-Thou encounters can occur with mineral
fragments, animals. and trees, as well as with hurnan beings.
For example. man can have an I-Thou relation with a tree if he
is able to affirm the tree as existing just as it Is. in its own
r1g~t.

independently of man's- own purposes.

or

course. there 1s

a difference 1n the encounter between man and man and man and
other be.1ngs and thinr;s.,

Buber thinks of the human sphere as

belng the main ga·t.e wbl1e relations In the other two spheres,
nature and spiritual beings. as being

s~de

gates.

The encoun

ters between man and man are valued more highly than those with
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nature because in man there is a greater degree of mutuality.
Bubel" s theory of

kl1owln~

is an existential ep1s,temology.

There are two ways of knowing, corresponding to man's two ba
sic attitudes:

namely, that of I-Thou and I-It.

lation gives us knowledge of objects.

The I-It re

It is used all of the

time, and it is that on which our everyday lives are built.
Things are comprehended by meing measured, taken apart, and put
back together again.

It yields a precise observation, where

there 1s a definite distinction between subject and object.

It

is the basis of modern science and the manner in which men usullly
relate to things and persona.
of knowing.

It is a needed and important kind

It is an objective way of facing the world and meet

ing and dealing with the world intelligently.

Difficulty arises

when the I-It relation oversteps its bounds and claims to be the
only valid means of knOWing.

The I-It's claim to sovereignty

and the exclusive means of relating to the environment and those
within it is its weakness.

Men ought not always to be knoWft as

are objects, and thl!! I-It relation is inadequate 1n knowing a per
son as a person and a unique individual.
Science and the scientific

m~thod,

as represented in the

I-It relation, 1s inadequate in gaining true knowledge of man.
The tremendous prestige of the scientific method has
led many to forget that science investigates man not
as a whole but in seleotive aspects and as part of the
natural world. Scientific method is man's most highly
pe~fected development of~he I-It. or SUbject-object.
way of knowln~i Its methods ot abstracting from the
concrete actuality and of largely ignoring the inevi
tabl,e difference between observers 8M reduce the I
in SQ far as pOssible to the abstract knOWing subject
and the It 1n so far as possible to the passive and
abstract object of thought. Just for these reasons
scientific method 1s not qualified to discover the
essence of man. It can compare men with each other

and man w1th animals, but from such comparison and
contrast there can only emerge an expanding and
contractIng scale of s1m11aPlt1es and differences.
Thill" scale, consequent,J.y, can 'be of aid :tn cate ,or
:t~1ng men and an~mals as d1rfer:tn~ objects in a
world of objects but not in discovering the uniqu,e
ness of man as man.23
We must break through to a humanly realistic account in the
means of knowing by means of the I-Thou relation.

It is an

entirely different way of knoWing from the subject-object re
lation derived from the I-It relation.

It 1s only through the

conception of I-Thou that the wholeness of man can be known
because it 1s only in this way that man can be seen as more

than the sum of his parts.
The I-Thou relation demandaparticipatlon and not distance,

not objectivity but a giving of the self.

To truly know a per

son you cannot give but one part of yourself, not even one part

can be held back.

True knOWledge of a person entails wholeness,

totality.
Knowledge gleaned from the I-Thou encounter far surpasses

that of the I-It.
real than

tha~

of

Knowledge through I-Thou is ultimate and more
I-It.

And yet precision is imoossible in the

I-Thou relationj even communication is most difficult and one
cannot adequately convey this personal experience.

It is in this

sense that the I-Thou relation can be likened to the religiouB
or mystic experience.

The I-Thou encounter is ineffable because

the whole person is involved in the relation so that there 1s
nothing left over to watch and

obse~ve

what 1s going on

it can later be recorded and communicated.
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that

But the I-Thou re

lation J like the mystical or religious experience. carries its

own justification. and it cannot be proven by logical arguments
and detailed analysis.
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Intellect operates where we know in order to act
with some purpose; instinct operates where we act
purposefully without need!n knowled~e; intuition
where our whole being heco .es one 1n the act of
knowing. Intellect holds us apart from the world
wh1ch it helps us to use; instinct joins us with
the wo~ld but not as personsj intuition binds' us
as persons to the world whi,ch 1s over against us
without be1n able to make us one with it. The
vision which intuition Ives us is, like all our
perceptions, a limited one, yet it affords us an
intimate lirnps,e into hidden depths. 24
The intellect which orders and controls the world and yet keeps
us apart from it 1s part of the I-It manner of knowing.

It 1s

necessary and good in its place but is limited 1n a way which
the intuitive faculties are not.
~~ates

the I-Thou way of

hend1n~

know1n~

Intuition most closely approx
and is the best way of appre

the nature of man and his relation to others, the world

of nature and spirit, and to

h1msel~.

The supreme dialo ue. into which all other

1s the one between man and God.

dlalo~ues

enter,

Buber regards monotheism as

brin lng every aspect of lire into this

dlalo~ue.

In order to

believe in God, one must stand in personal relationship to HiM.
God is the "Eternal Thou n

. an and nature.
object

o~

•

obtained

throu~h

the meetin

with

As the true God. He can never simply be an

thought.

All people at one time or another become an

It, an object, for another. but God can never become an It.
1s always Thou.

He

He is always present; it 1s only man who is

absent.

Conterr.porarv thoU!CI'ht w·h1.ch is I-It 1n character" 1,5 over
come by the power ana control of objective thinklng.
approaChes to life and to God are looked upon as
modern.

In the search for God men have:

All other

anyth1n~

but

••• asked for the reasoning or proof that demon
strated his existence. They felt they should at
least have a definition or concept of him before
they were asked to commit themselves to be11evln~
1n him. Thus they wanted to think of God in I-It
terms. as If he were an object. But that
1s prel1.r~
cisely IdJolatry ••• ~hOU h modern l'ma esA.mental.
not stone or wood. 5
I

an remains 0p'en and ready to rec·elve and responds

with his whole self.
God in

everythin~

up to God.

he becomes aware of the address of

that he encounters.

Man must open himself

There Is no special time for Him just as there is

no special place.
and place.
and-now.

th~n

Everytlme and every place is the right time

It 1s the everyday that is of 1mporotance. the hereThere 15 no special realm for God where He may be

kept and hence confined.
istence.

His presence is in every area of es

God enters the world

with people. nature. and art.
be1n~,

fullness of his

throu~h

man's loving relation

If man meets the world with the

then he will meet God.

God, the Eternal Thou. is addressed in each Thou.
the underly1n
partner of
s~~~total

power

d1alo~uej

or

He is

all I-Thou encounters, the supreme

absolute relation.

of all I-Thou encounters.

God 1s not merely the

Encounters with the Eter

nal Thou are like all other I-Thou relations in that the pre
sence of the other is the bearer of
main permanently in the
relation to God.

re&l~

meanin~.

Man cannot re

of I-Thou. and this 1s so of his

God's presence invariably

Ives way to his

absence in that He cannot always be found when sought.
must not

ive up raith.

It is a 11vin~ relationship, found and renewed,
waited Par and lived W1th, in a continual alter
nation of knowin~ and wonderin 7 • seeln~ and

But man
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suspecting. bel~'gvin~ and frettinS!:, and believ
In. once a~aln.
God. the Eternal Thou. is an Imageles5 and sometimes hid
den God.

He is not limited to anyone manifestation and there

fore Is not to be

unders~ood

Jesus as the Christ.

as having become incarnate in

The Holy is not a separate and secluded

sphere of being but is one open to all spheres of being, that
through which they find thelr fulfillment.

God cannot be 1i

ant r estatlon, nor can Re be restricted

mtted to one form or

to any place or endowed with any natural characteristics.

God

is the Wholly OtheT, the Wholly Same, the Wholly Bresent.

Man

does not know God 1n Himself, but a8 a person, as He is encoun
tered 1n relation.

nBuber uses the term 'Eternal Thou' in

order to emphasize the non-ob, ective character of the dlvine
human encoupter and to stress its continuity with the encounters
of everyday llfe."27

The personality

or

God 15 not His nature

but His relatlonghip with man.

Man knows God only in relation

Yet. God Is not a

that would ascribe to God an

ship.

objective essence.
self be known.

person~

All that can be said 1s that God lets him

There is a close connection and relation between

man's knowing man and man's knowing God.

Real

men entails the presence of God in some sense.

meetln~

between

In relation to

man) the personal quality of God 1s central, but it 1s not to
be taken literally.
Each particular Thou is a

~11mp5e

of the Eternal Thou.

Eternal Thou 1s addressed by means or the particular Thou.
man speaks the word
sing the true Thou

~God"
o~

The
When

and has Thou 1n mind then he 1s addres

his life.

God 15 found only by going out

4
with one's whole
stayinG in the
this life.

beln~

~orld

to meet the Thou.

or leaving it.

He cannot be

which He cannot be found.
to meet God by

turnin~

sou~ht

He 1s not found by

He i6 met by hallowing

because there 15 nothing in

It 1s absolutely foolish to attempt

aside from this world and life 1n order

to s-eek God; God is a finding without seeking.
God cannot be inferred 1n anything •••• Something
else is not 'given' and God then elicited from it.
but God is the Be!n" that is directly. most nearly
and lastin~ly. over aRainst us. that may properly
only be addressed, net exp~eBsed.2~
The Eternal Thou 18 never known objectively; ·certitude comes
throu~h

the domain of action.

He is known only in dialogue.

God does not ar13e cut of the

5trlvln~

for unity.

God

does not arise; only the image and the idea or God can arise
and not Qut of the human but out
and tbe human.

or

the meeting of the divine

The meet.inn: with God does not arise from ex

perience but from life. not from religious experience but from
religious life, which is the
God and the world.

entl~

life of ,man in relatiaJ-to

God is not an idea which

thr.ou~h

rnan be

comes a reality but the Eternal Thou whom man meet,s outside as

well as within the soul.
The ThOu can be expressed and realized 1n each relation
but onl, consummated in direct relation·with the Eternal Thou,
the Thou that by its very nature cannot become an It.

The

Eternal Thou Is met by each man who addresse. God, by whatever
name. and even by those who do not believe in God and yet ad
dress the unlimited Thou of their lives.

Man must not merely wait

for His ~race to descenl upon him but must ~o forth and meet God.
To

meet with the Eternal Thou a man must become a whole being,

fully

acceptin~

the present and destroying the separate.

The
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I 1s not given uP. but what is. 1s the self-asserting instinct.
Suber characterized God as "Absolute Person", as Being
which becomes Person. to know and be known, to love and be
loved.

The Eternal Thou does not symbolize God but man's re

lation with God, and therefore the Eternal Thou 15 not a sym
bol for God, but God himself.
but God needs man.

Not only does man need God.

Man needs God 1n order to exist. to be.

and God needs man for the very
Genuine responsibility

mean1n~

eX~.Jsts

of man's life.

with actual resoondinfl;.

responding with the whole self to what 1s asked 1n the con
crete situation.

Responsibility exists only when response

1s to some one, a·Thou not an It.

Man 1s ultimately respon

sible to the Eternal Thou, the Thou which by its nature can
never become an It.

The Thou for whom man responds is not

an idea but the "Voice" speaking to man 1n the present through
the concrete events of life.

By means of the philosophy of dialogue Buber offers
modern man an understanding of real relation with the Eternal
Thou. not to be reduced to objective fact nor SUbjective ideal.
God can only be known in relation; He can only be addressed,
not expressed.
The d1alo~ue with Cod demands a rel1§louS realism,
a will to reall~ation 0 one's belle s In the whole
of one's eXistence. that makes It impossible to a1
lo~ any pa.rt of one's life to remAin a sp'here s,epar
ated from God. 29
The act of creation is central 1n the
the I-Thou philosoohy.

understandin~

of

. t8,n is here given the ground on which

to stand. and he Is able to

0

out and meet God. the world.

and his fellow men from that ground.

Buberts belief in man's
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spontaneity which cannot be lessened by any doctrine of
ori~inal

sin and in man's responsibility which cannot be

modified by any doctrine of fate are both based on the no
tion of creation.

This also causes Suber's belief in God

as the Absolute Person, a paradox of an unlimited God who
enters into direct relation with man.
There 1s a definite paradox in the Biblical creation
because God sets man at a distance and yet remains 1n re
lation with him.

Man can only enter into relation with a

being that is set at a distance and thereby has become an
independent opposite.

Through the act of setting at a dis

tance, man has a world through which he can enter into rela
tion as an individual self.

Entering into relation is an

act of the whole being, the act by which man constitutes him
self as human.

Reality, consists In the meeting of man and

God, of man respondlng to the address of all creation.

What

man knows of God. when addressed by the signs of life is never
accessible apart

f~om

that address.

Buber combines the
Of "momentary Gods."

meetin~

of I and Thou with the notion

God arises from a fusion of a number of

momentary Gods, a number of I-Thou encounters.
From a succession of such 'moment aods· there may
arise for us with a single identity 'the Lord of
the Voice.' Each new Thou renews in all present
ness the past experiences of Thou so that the mo
ments of the past and the moment of the present
become slmul taneously present and joined in .living
unlty.30
The world of It exper1enc,es new creatIon

throU~h

the flaming

forth of the "Thou" and each new Thou renews past experiences
of the Thou, Which is the present recalling the past to life
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so that past and present become simultaneously

p~esent

1n

the essence of faith.
The potentiality of

bein~

ing his fellow man as an It.

a Thou prevents man from treat

This '''potential Thou" rests not

only on the ftactual Thou" of remembered I-Thou 'relationships
but on the "actual Thou" or Present Reality, the relation to
Eternal Thou where potential being

~s_ actu~l

being.

Trust 1n

the Eternal Thou gi'ves actuality to merel, potential relations
with the human Thou.
Buber is
the mean1np;

Q,r

repres~ntatlve

of the "New Thinking" whereby

reI! ,Ion 1s f'ound 1n the dialogue between man

and man and man and God.

Re proceeds from the personal stand

point of the thinker and views truth as being confirmed by
the whole being in relation to the concrete reality of per
sonal e,xls.tence 4

Only if we see a human 1n his concrete otherness
is there any possibility of our conFirming him
in his uni~ueness as the person he must become,
and we can only see him 1n this concrete way if
we stand 1n direct, reciprocal relationship to
hIm; holding our own round and yet experiencin,
the relatlonshlD t-o some extent from his side
and t rough his' eyes. 3l
Suber believes that meaning 1s to be found in dialogical
Iivin.

He goes on to say:

That meaning is open and accessible in the actual
living concrete does not mean it 1s to be won and
possessed throu~h any type or analytical or synthe
tic lnvestl~atlon or throu~h any type of reflection
upon the lived concrete. Meanin~ 1s to be exper
ienced 1n living action and sUfferln~ itself, 1n the
unreduced immediacy of' the moment. Of course. he
w~o aims at the experlencln~ of the elperlence will
necessarily miss the meaning. for he destroys the
spontaneity of the mystery. Only be reaches the

meaning who stands firm. without holding back
or reservation before the whole mlght32f re
ality and answers 1t in a living way.
SUber's whole

ll~e

was dominated by the motif that true

life can only be found by entering into personal relations
wi'th the e,nvironment.

True life is a system of intimate re

lationshlps where the central fact of life 1s love and orien
tation of one's will towards the need of others.

In dialogical

living one 'must be ready to fully receive the other into onets
beln~.

There are two tasks for man:
munlty and the educat,1on of man.
1s a rather misleadin

t~e

formation of new com

The "formation of community"

phrase because community is not founded

but 1s the response of human beings in their confrontation of
the challenges of l1fe.
What binds them together is not the mere concern
to resolve a c<ont1ngent dilemma. but a concern
which unites them through a common centre 1n which
they take their stand. The dialectic weaves be
tween the concretion of their task ••• and the centre
which defines the spirit in which the work is pur
sued. Community is-therefore always re11gious for
it 1s centred not in leaders nor In committees nor
in multiple individual relations that fortuitously
weld. but 1n the divine centre whose manifest pre
sence interpenetrates and transforms the living
members.33
Community is therefore called into being.
By

the education of man. Buber means that we need a goal

defining world-view. (Weltanschauung). which is more than a
standpoint or an individual station.

It must be a real and

primal ground that guides man on the way to his goal.

Manta

world view ought to rurther mants living relationships with
the world.
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Our world views will invariably differ because no two
interpretations can

~ver

be exactly alike.

Our heredity,

prejudices, envir'onment. and culture vary, and corresponding
ly, so do our beliefs about life and the world 1n which we
live.

But individuals cannot, or ought not, remain divided

and in separate bands.
other.

They must communicate with one an

What is called for 1s lived togetherness. experienced

communality.

It 1s the only way for man to realize the nature

of the whole.
Our world view must not just dwell in the head but in
the whole of man; nor is it something meant to last just dur
ing the hour when it was procla1med. but rather for all time.
It is a liVing reality that the whole man must live.

The edu

cation of man about which Buber is talking is that which 1s a
~uidlng

toward reality and realitation; it is man's "life

attitUde."

It 1s the task of the education of man to realize

the community.

The task of education is to structure the pos

sibility of communion and lead man to unity with his fellow

aan.
There is a Vital need of our age to find a way of life
and thought which will preserve the truth of human existence
and which will recognize that-this truth 1s neither SUbjective
nor objective; it 1s not to be reduced to individual mood nor
to objective absolute.

For Buber. this truth can only be found

1n the life of dialogue;-lt is a life where there is no abso
lute sureness of knowledge that can be expressed but only the
certainty of meeting and entering into relation with the whole
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of one's being.

Man. the actual reality of man, is not found

or contained within the individual man, but in the community,
in the meeting of man with man, resting on the differences be
tween I and Thou.

Reality, effective and mutual action, can

only be found in the whole of man, 1n the

hallowln~

everyday, in the united I and the boundless Thou.

of the

This 1s re

ality, and this is the truth.
For Buber. the I-Thou relationship 1a the most important
fact of existence.

It must be learned, accepted. and confirmed

by modern man if civilization is not to disintegrate.

It 1s

more than a way of finding God; it is the only way for man
to find himself.
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RADHAKRISHNAN
Radhakrishnan's philosophy has orten been interpreted
as an intuitional absolute idealism.

Radhakrishnan believes

that the ideal world alone 18 real; it lies beyond the phe
nomenal world of appearance and yet dominates it.

The center

or the un!verse Is the transeendent. the Absolute, Brahman.
The way to integral apprehension of ultimate reality is
through intuition. transcending the distinctions between
subject and object.
Radhakr1shnan stresses an interal religious approach.
He Views the materialistic atmosphere of technology as our
greatest enemy.

The fault lies in our industrial and util

itarian attitUdes and not in the mastery

or

nature per see

Science Is to be accepted. but it has its limits.

Radha

kri8hnan belIeve,s 1n a source of insight of a higher order
than reason. but "oth1ng can be true by faith unless 1t is
in accord with reason.
The contemporary movements of atheistic naturalism,
humaniSM. pragmatism. and modernism lack something of the
spiritual: there is in tnem a certain lack of profundity.
The positive position of Radhakrishnan is that religious
experience Is factual 1n its own right.

Religion 1s not a

form of knowledge; rather, 1t 1s eloser to feeling.
inward and perBonal. the response

or

It 1a

the whole man in an

integral way to reality. expressing discontent with the fi
nite and seeking the transcendent.
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For Radhakrishnan an idea is a particular mental image
pecu11ar to eaeh individual. a self-contained existence and
not the means by which to apprehend the world.

An idea as

a prlneiple. an aim. or a value. ia an operative. creative
force.
An idealist view finds that the universe has mean
ing. ha~ value. Ideal values are the dynamie fo~
ees~ the driving power of the universe.
The world
1s intelligible only as a system of ends ••••
Idealism ••• eoncerns the ultimate nature of reality.
Whatever may be its relation to the know1ng mind.
It 1s an answer to the problem of the idea. the ~
meaning or the purpose of it all.... It finds life
signifieant and purposeful. It endows man with a
destiny that Is not limited to the sensible world. l

The variations within an idealist view ot life, are not limited
to either the East or the West.
ate connectjon

o~

The idealist view as the ultl

value and rea11ty leads to the belief in an

ideal world beyond the phenomenal.
Radhakrlshnan's appeal to the spiritual within each and
every man as the Means of solYing the world's problems is in
dieative of his idealist view. of lite.
the creative principle within man.
jective

or

He looks on spirit as

It has been the main ob

almost all of Radhakrishnan's work to

proolai~

the

oneness and universality of spirit.
Radhakrishnan believes that the problem today is not so

-

much with the rejection ot a particular religion but with the
indifference to religion in general.
sum up the situat10n thus:

·Our modern intellectuals

Some think God exists, some think

not; it is 11lpossible to tell. but it does not, matter. ,,2
relation to this problem is the question of Whether or not
t~ere

is behind the phenomena of nature a spiritual power.

In
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whether the universe is meaningful or meaningless.

It 18 not

with the dogmas of a specific religlon that we are concerned
but with the basic problems

tha~

apply to all religion, and

all men.
The present day is a time of inward crisis and loss o,r
falth.

Man is searching for

~eanlng

derment only seems to be increasing.
ing for peace.

in life, and his bewil

He is conltantly look

Some are resigned to an eternal. 19norance.

Many of those who turn to Christianity, for example, are baf
fled by the conflict between tbe simplicity of the actual
words of Jesus and the complexity and seemingly corruption of
church doctrine.
religions.

The same holds true with other organized

Some people try to live s·eparate

trOIn

all spirl-

I

tual 11fe until tbey feel a barrenness wbich overWhelms them
so that all that they are left with is despair and fear.
There can be- no doubt about the period of uncertainty
and spiritual chaos in Which we live.

It 1s almost as if

many people want to believe in something. that Is. in something
which is in accord with scientific fact, but they just cannot
find that sQmething in Which to belleYe.
Our concern ••• is with those who find themselves
WhIle willing, yet incapable or belief. Their souls
have grown more sens1tive and so their difficulties
are deeper and their questions more insistent. Their
dQubt is an expression ot piety. their protest a kind
ot loyalty. In the depths of the human-soul lies
something which we rationalize as the search for
truth, a demand for Justice, a pasaion for righ
teousness. This striving for truth and justice 1s
an essential part of our 11fe •••• The disorders
due to the disturbance of our minds a~e preferable
to the bondage of the human spirit. 3
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Concerning this question of the deSlre to believe and
yet the incapac1ty to believe, Radhakrlshnan goes on to say:
'Millions of people w1sh to bel1eve, out they cannot.
even though these orphaned children make use of the
ol,l,ter framework of reIi: ions. We are christened, or
baptised. married .. buried or crema.t,ed accQrding to
our relig10us rites, but all the time we are victims
of an involuntary hypocrisy. We live 1n an age which
18 numbed and disillusioned. Our values are blurred,
our thoup;ht is c~:>nfused and our aim,s are waverin '.
In the life of spirit whicb 1s the vital secret of
all civilization which intellect may foster and de
v'elop but cannot create or even keep alive J we are
uprooted. When the roots are destroyed, a tree may
continue to li~e and even seem t~ flourish for a
time. but its days are numbered.'
The dissatisfaction with the forms of traditional reli
gions breeds a def1nite danger 1n that at times people will
cling to a belief either for security or in order to escape
from questions that they do not know how to answer.

It is

tbe rare person who 1s Willing and able to do any substantial
thou~ht.

to ponder, to truly think things out for himself.

Most people would prefer someone or thing to give them straight
~Qrwardly

all of the answers to their questions and problems,

to answer those
of life.

~nanswerable

questions of the how and the why

T'hey want the1r' religion to be one of comfort where

they oan escape f'l!om t,helr problems and be absolved from all
sin and guilt by performing the proper ritual instead of fac
ing up to reality

~ith

the courage that life demands of them.

They prefer to accept a reI1 ion with some authority or no re
li~ion

at all to a strenuous and often a disillusioning life.

It 1s impossible f,or man to live without faith; man fears
emptiness, and he needs to believe.
To those who SUffer from spiritual starvation, even
a rotten fruit may taste like bread from heaven ••••
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The s·oul knows 1ts terrible bondage. There is no
God and there must be God. Men insist on bell'eving
1n something for we can not submit to an unknow.n
fear~
The spiritual homelessness of modern man
cannot last long •••• We must win back our lost
secur1ty.5
Our position is one of uncertainty, 1t 1s a fundamental
a~nostlc1sm

lable.

with unknown ends, where the future is incalcu

Man does not know what he wants and all that he is

aware of is the emptIness of his life.
know how to escape from it.
nor dogma are

~ood

And yet he does not

Neither pure reason, nor fate,

explanations.

It is as if the world were

in searoh of its soul, and man can find nothing to give it
meaning.

All that seems certain to man is his own uncertaln

t1, his own bewilderment.

It is precisely because of man's

advanced knowledge that the dogmas and doctrines of tradi
tional organized relJgions are no longer applicable to him be
cause they can no longer serve the function that they used to,
that of answering his questions and overcoming his doubts.
seems that man has the potential Cor
that he so much desires.

~reatness,

It

for the peace

What is lacking 1.s the integration,

the organic consciousness, the universal world view which binds
everything

to~ether

and can bring all elements together into

a strong cohering unity.
But t·he problem is that we do not have this strong col
lectlve purpose which can bind everythtng tog,ether.

And so,

the individual 1s losing his sense of uniqueness and also of
unity with others due to the advan,ces in science and techno
logy.

Society is becoming more and more impersonalj personal

relationships are diminishing.

Man is becoming estranged and

isolated from nature. from his fellow men. from his gods, and

even from his own self.

He is turning into a depersonalized

unit.
In a sense man can never return to the "state of nature"
and beoome trUly integrated with his environment.

He has gone

too far; he has become too dependent on scientific achieve
ments for his daily existence to be able to ever live without
them again.
The chaos in the world originates 1n the chaos in our
minds.

Man I s, soul is dlvid,ed.

The common assumption is that

the world can be structured on scientific or secular humanism
and that the intellectual and moral exhaust the nature of man.
The accepted belIef is that whatever 1s not sc1entlfically
verifiable is unreal.
~ible

results.

There is a contemporary need for tan

However, these "indisputable f'acts" on which

the world 1s suppos,edly built are 1n themselves not ultimately
verifiable. Por 1n actuality. life itself is merely an acci
dent and how it ar'lses from inert matter is not known.
the mind of man 15 a chance product.
will

~o

on and: on.

"~in

that he alone 15 fated to

Even

The evolutionary process

need not be so presumptuous as to think
~o

on for all time.

He 1s but an epi

sode In terrestrial evolution and his existence on earth will
come to an end."6
Reli~ion

There 15 no sense of finality about man.

has orten been used as an escape from the reality

or the world, as a defense for maintaining the status quo. and
as a means to reconcile suffering men to their condition In
life.

Religion has produced

ma~nificent

achievements 1n civi

lization but c,oncomrnitant with this 'there has been unbelievable
corruption and

de~radation.
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Religion offers some compensation for the natural
defeots of the human spirit 1:n the world and i6 an
escape from the trans1ency, the unce~tainty. the
meanl~\lessness of a world to one 'where these de
fects are overcome by the presence of God. In
essence and actuality re11~ion is the att~t of
man to express his notion of a perfect bern~, a
perfect world and the means by which he can be
redeemed from the fact to experience of pure
ideal1ty.7
.
R~ll~ion

1s formed by the finite mind. by the fallible

and imperfect human bein
must change.

When

t

and as long as it is

reli~lon

llvln~,

it

becomes rigid. closed. and con

fined. it is inevitably incompatible with science and the
whole contemporary outlook on life Which 15 one of constant
intellectual questionin
thing on faith.
of

satisfy1n~

and the

reluc~ance

to accept any

For religion to surVive, it must be capable

the scientific mood. of sympathizing with so

cial aspirations. and of fostering world unity.
We cannot deny the inadequacy of religion as it now exists.
There is no eVident disparity between the appearance of al1e
glance and the actual inward betrayal.
are the forms of

e must do more than profess our

reli~1ons.

religiQnj we must live it.
and a process of seekln

All that we have now

Religion should be a way of life

the eternal.

ative force in living; but it is. not.

It ought to be an oper
We ca.nnot rationalize

nor can we absolve ourselves from gU11t by

pray1n~

once a week

or by observing only the ceremonIes· and ritual of a religion.
Rather. relieion 1s an every day and

eve~y

m1nute affair.

If

religion does not penetrate all parte of our lives. and if it
does not influence us in every way. if it is not dynaw.!c and
growln • then it is onl

a facade.

ative force we must revive it.

For relig10n to be an oper

It must be founded on verlelable
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truths. nE),t on externals but in personal arid inward ex
perience.

We must replace the religion of dogma with the

religion of life.

If we can thus transform religion then

it will become invaluable for the improvement of the indi
vidual and society.
The contemporary criticism of religion. (and there is
no doubt that a constructive criticism of organized reli
gions 1s needed) has yielded a world of rationalist prophets
and selfish individualists. a world of vast technical achieve
ments and external conquests, a continual craving for com
forts and luxury, and always an insatiable desire for more
and more. a world where nothing is certain and an utter
demoralization.

But with the denial of the divine

an, there has resulted a sickness of the soul.

wlth~n

an has

denied himself even of the goal of peace of mind. even of a
possibility of perfection.

He believes that his increas1ng

mastery over nature will suffice and ultimately brin

him

happiness and the salvation he so desires, but nature can
never be completelY tamed; she is too capricious and at
times w1ll inevitably shatter man's efforts through storms.
e rthquakes, and the like.

Nor can man depend on

1s rela

tionships with other men in bringing him his salvation for
interference from pride, Jealousy, selrlshness, and dis
loyalty-w1ll occur and destroy mants efforts there.
Today w,e are suffering from an imperfection of the soul,
not the mind.

What we need is a barmony of

body~

mind, and

spirit, while what we are doing 1s emphasizing the mlndand
neglecting the spirit.

Our present problems are due to the
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tendency to emphas1ze the intellect and gloss over the spiri
tual.

The purpose of the intellect is to dispel the mystery

of lite. wbile actually what it does is to strip the soul of
ev~rything.

of inner life. making this world all.

But man

cannot 11ve that way. where- life means noth.lng and leads
nowhere.
The problem lles in 1ndividualism. the rat!'onal selt
conscious ego. acutely aware or its
centers ot oonsciousness.

~eparation

fro. other

It is presumptuous regarding its

potentiality to arrive at truth by a process at logioal
reason1ng.

This is not the basic element in the personality

ot man. rather only the ref1ned aspect of a transient and
relative organism.
Kant s unb-appinels is due to an excesS of intellectuality.

a reverence of intellect to the exclusion of spirit.

The in

tellect i* the cause ot separatist individuality. the cause of
isolation.

all this has led to a dee-? sense of dissatis

And

faction in contemporary man. a dissatisfaction with self and
its pursuits.

There is no more the former gladness of life.

no hopes,. no falthto live
are

fragmenta~

face exiltence.

and futile.
He is

b,.

Man lives a superficial and sur.

arra~d

ing contusion and disorder.

Minds are distracted. actions

to think because ot the result

Man Is cut ott trom hi. real na.

ture. the un1versal. by egoistic impulses and separatist ten
dencies.
In Hinduism. &vidya. ignorance is the source of man t •
basic preble_. that of anguish.

Salvation 18 to be attained
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by vidya (wisdom) or bodhl (enlightenment).

Vldya 1s intel

lectual knowledge, producing self-consciousness and self-will.
Man's anxieties are rooted in the intellect, the way man knows
and distingUishes himself from others.
from others which breeds inner division,
framented.
neSs.
of'

Man feels isolated
80

that man becomes

Fear becomes the pervasive element of consciouB

Life is lived on the defensive.

Man has lost his sense

community w.ith nature and man; in other words he "has died

a spiritual death.

There has been a transition from the unl

tive life to a separate self-centered one.
an is rooted in the invisible but his life belongs to
the visible, the tangible and yet also belongs to the intan
gible world.
world.

Man's life is.the relation to a larger spiritual

The goal of man

1~

a constant process of self-trans

cending, limited by self-consciousness.
abolish individuality but
being, a -process of

rath~r

un~fication

The goal 1s not to

to transform it into universal

and harmonization of body and

mind, 1nst1not and intellect.
The uniquene~B of man among all the products of
nature lies in this, that in him nature se.ek·s to
exceed itself consclously~ no longer by an auto
matic or unconscious actiVity, but by a mental
and spiritual efrort. Man Is.~.a thinkIng and
spiritual being set to shape hIs nature for hlgh~
er purposes. He seeks to establish order and
harmony among the different parts of his nature
and strives after an integrated lire. He 1s
unhappy so long as he does not succeed In his
attempts at reachln~ an organlc who,lene'Bs of life.
There is always a mental and moral ferment 1n
him, a tensIon between what he is and What he
wishes to become. between the matter which offers
the possibility of existence and the spirit which
molds it into significant bein~.8
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Man is a paradoxical being. both creature and creator.
full of contradictions and extremes.

He can rise to the

greatest

height~.

depths.

He is the best and the worst of all living organ

isms.

and yet he can also sink to the lowest

He Is both beautiful and ugly. glorious and scandaloua.
an as he Is Is a bundle of contradictions. The
ideals which he cherishes and the actualities •••
conflict With each other. 'The good that I would.
I do not; the evil that I would not. that I do. t
That's the contrad1ction of man. It shows his 1n
completene'ss. it shol(s the need for him to pass
through a kind or a discIpline. a kind of a churn
ing of his mind by whIch he 1s able to get rid of
the destructl~e iMpulses which are there and begin
to integrate his nature....
He ha~ realized his
lnwal"dness. his fFeedom. his pure sUbject1vity,
which Is sup~rior·to the objective world of things
tha t happen. ,9

The two impulses conflicting with each other in man. that of

creature and

creator~

must

be.1ntegrat~d.

This contradiction

in human nature must be overcome if humanity is to achieve
salvation.

The divine must dominate the whole of life.

Man is 1n conflict with himself.

When he is at one w1th

himself. it 1s because he 1s at one with God.

Man. as he exists today. 18 not cspable or survival.
He must change or perish. Man. as he 1s •. 1s not the
last word of creation. Ir he does not. 1t he cannot.
adapt himself and his in8titution~ to the new_world.
he will y.leld his place to a spec1es more sensitive
and less gross 1n its nature. If man cannot do the
work demanded or him. another creature Kho can will
ar1Be. 10
But we need not lose hope for man 1s by nature a sensitive end
not a savage being.

What

ust be done 1s to preserve the na

tural cbaracteristics. recover and maintain the 8enee of
tty and fellowship with the

_n the atte pt or
spirit w1thin him.

~eal-

univer~e.

tJ.DjLng

-.art- we

uit not overlook the

We must not overlook the creative side of

6
man's nature.

We must not make ourselves a fraction of nature

or objects in the world, for if we do we become mere instru
menta with no personal will.
comprehends himself to be.

Man 15 more than that which he
Man Is always transcending hlm

self; he is a mystery even to himself and cannot understand
himself as he really Is.
For man, to live means to g.1ve existence to the
possible •••• Whenever we live creatively we
overc:ome the force of non-being and affirm the
Being 1n us. In every act of creative freedom
we try to become what we potentially are, to
actualize the Being in us~ll
The highest wisdom Is to, know the self.

The self Is the

primal spirit, pure awareness as distinct from bodily states
and mental occurences.

The self remains identical through

out all experiences In life.

It alone persists unchanged;

this is not so of the body, nor the mind, nor the emotions.
The self is the source of the sense of identity through nu
merous transformations.
and not transient.

It

It remains constant and permanent
pers~8ts;

it is the basis of know

ledge and yet it Is incapable of proof.
the only true knowledge.

Self-knowledge is

Self-discovery 1s a process, not

due to intellectual analysis but rather to the attainment of
human integr1 ty.

,Mere knowledge does not free the mind, nor

does it necessarily and inevitably lead to self-discovery.
Spiritual attainment 1s not the perfection of the intellect,
but rather an energy pouring into it from beyond it.
Man 1s an individual who is a solitary creature, with
hiB own emotions, desires, interests, and ideals.

But he also

18 an individual who is a member of a community which he shares

1

with others.

Man's acts are not only for himself but also for

the commun1ty and mankind at large. for the universal self.
"The me&n1nv. of human existence 1s 1n a larger consciousness
which man does not enter so long as he remains confined in his
Indlv1duality."12
Man naturally feels a sense of community, a natural kin
ship with the whole universe, a feeling of fellowship.

This

fellowship, this feelIng for all living beings. 1s the natural
result of and is further intensified by the spiritual life.
And

y~t.

man is more than individual. he is conditioned

by his relation to and with others and the environment.

Man

1s constantly struggling to, achieve harmony between hImself and
his environment.

He must realize that

rulne8~

of life and in

tegration consists in service a.nd devotion to the whole.
is the only way in which fragmentation can be overcome.

This
Man

must strive to build a world_of unity and harmony, where unique....
ness and universality merge together.

The individual fulfills

his function in the whole; there he finds value.

The self

must be widened into universal spirit because it is the only
way in which man can find meaning.
There 1s no doubt 1n the minds of most that something
must be done because we cannot eont1nue living 1n the manner
1n which We do and ever achieve the salvation and inward peace
that we desire.
~eborn

We must remake our religion and our lives.

faith in spiritual values is our deepest need.

an increase of depth 1n all phases of our lives.

A

We need

What we are

leading now 13 a life of double standards of morality, one for
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the world of business and one for the world o,f roel! Imt.
two should be the same but they are not.

ion has compro

R~

mised with the world and it needs to be reborn.
world of force and violence that

rational1z~

claims it is not in conflict with religion.
decadence 1n the moral sense of mankind.

The

We live in a

brutality and

1~ere

has been a

It 1s the individual

who is the cause of the worldts condition, and it 15 within his
nature as to whether he exalts or defiles man.
Yet, we must not be

~ithout

hope because man cannot

l1~e

withQut the hope that humanity 1s able to rise to a higher
moral plane.

Man't! dest1ny is to become more human and to be

reconoiled with all men.

Human societies live by faith and

hope, and these must be recovered 1n order for society to grow
and improve.
Our society 1s not siek beyond saving for it. suffers
from divided loyalties, from conflicting urges, from
alternating moods of exaltation and despair. This
condit1on of anquish is our reason for hope. 13
Religion is more than feeling, emotion, sentiment, in
-stlnet, ritual, pereeption, and faith,

It 1s not a mere
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ciaI phenomenon; neither 1s it an apology for the soclal order,
nor merely an

in8t~ument

for social salvation.

The essence of

religion 1s not social reform_but spiritaal redemption.

Re

ligion is the attempt to discover the ideal possibilities and
potentialities or life.
It is not true religion unless it ceases to be a
traditional view and becomes personal experience.
It 1s an independent functioning of the human mind,
something unique, possessing an autonOMOUS charac
ter., It 1s something inward and !lersonal which
unifies all values and organizes all experienees.
It is. the rttction of the whole man to the whole
of reality.

The religious sense is the instinct for the real, an insati
able desire accompanied by a tctal dissatisfaction with the
limitations of the
Reli~lous

~lnite

and the transient.

consciQusness 18 not simply intellectual and/or

ethical and/or aesthetic.
transcends them.

It includes these elements and yet

The object of religion is not the True. the

Good, or the Beautiful, but God as universal consciousness who
includes and yet transcends these values.

These values are not

known by the senses or by reason but by intuition or faith.
They are dynamic values possessed by divIne eon'sclou,sness.

The

religious includes the cognitive, the aesthetic. and the ethl

eal sides ,or our llv,es.

an underlylng harmony

The reallzatio'n of llfe is in seeing

throu~h

all conflict, of seeing the uni

versality or scientlfic laws, the beauty in the universe. and
the goodness the, universe Is striving to achieve.

Religion Is the attempt to bridge the gap between God and
man and to create unity.

Religion tries to restore the unity

that has been lost between man and nature.

Religion insists

on an organic connection between the world

o~

world of values.

~nsient

lated being.

It makes man more than a

nature and the
and iso

It 1s throu -h the teach.1ng of science and

re,li~

gion that we see the organic nature and the unity of the universe.
Religion shows us that we are more than products of merely phy
si,ca1 f,orces.
tion.

It Is the

pro~re,ssive

attempt at self-realiza

It 1s the endeavor to abstract from the definite mani

festations of life. to cultivate the interior life. and to attain
salvation by trans orming our being.
dlscov,ery through meditation.

It is a process of self
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"True religion means the unmaking of your lower self and the
remaking of your hioher self.

or

formity with the spirit

It is putting yourself into con

the divine."15

The purpose of re

ligion. which is s?ir1tual awakening. Is the ideal. and Is
much different from actual life.

Religion 15 more than a per

sonal spiritual awakening.

It is more than an individual affair;

it must end in fellowsh1p.

Furthermore the sacred ought to pene

trate the secular.

The spir1tual life

able to care for the practical life.
of resignation; rather it

1~

or

contemplation must be

Re11gion is not the life

one of courav.e and adventure.,

The truth of a relllion consists not in what is singular

to it but In what can be shared with others.
1deals are similar among religions.
of universal

li~e.

plete man lnvolv1n

For the

rno~t.

past

The goal is the turthering

It is the realization of the whole and com
a process of

selr-dlscover~.

self-knowledge.

and self-fulfillment.
The a1m of religious dIscipline is the unitive life; it is
the integration with the self.

"It is the function of religion

to reaff1rm the 1ntuitive loyalty to life and solidarity of hu
man

nat~e.

to 11ft us

o~t

take us back to rea11ty.n16

of the illusion of isolation and
Religion is not. or should not

merely be. a release from suffering. but a transition from the

unreal to the real. from falsehood to trutp. from slavery to
liberty.
The Supreme -1s

r1Q,t

that 1s experlenced. n17

an idea that 1s conceived but a reality
The Supreme is not an object of know

ledge but the very condition ,of knowledge.

The Supreme 1s the

ultimate and can only be expressed in negatives.

However:
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There is a danger 1n these negative descrlpt1ons.
By denying all attrloutes and-relations we expose
ourselves to the charge of reducln~ the ultimate
being to bare existence which 1s absolute vacu1ty.
The negative account is Intended to express the
soul's sense of the transcendence of God, the
"wholly other," or whom naught may be predicted
save in negations. and not, to deprive God of his
positive being. It 1s the ineXhaustible positi
vity of God that bursts throll h all conceptual
forms. When we call it nothing we mean that it
Is nothln~ which created beings can conceive or
name and not that it 18 nothing absolutely.18
The Divine eludes definitive statement; he is a 'that of which

Through the use or negatives we brln

nothing can be said.!

out the sense of otherness of the

dlvi~e.

But man needs some

thing, more definite and positive,. sllchasthe category of self
conscious personal1ty, i.e., God.
di~ine

Each interpretation of the

reveals an aspect and a clue to.the nature of the divine,

but ,not Q·ne of them gives the Whole truth.
tlally true.

In

orde~

Him in human terms.

Each is only par

to understa.nd the divine we must put

The varying

~epresentatlons

and ways of

addressing the divine do not tell us about what God is in
himself but only what He 15 to us.
H1nduis!1'l Is a matter of 'man·8 encount,er With the ultimate
mystery of the world.

Doctrines. dogmas,and rituals are instru

ments Which help the indiv1dual Bee the Absolute race-to-race,
to see the Absolute manifested in space and time, i.e.) a per
sonal God.

"Th1s world has meaning and value only in

30

far as

it t'ealizeB in time and ,existence that which tran.scends time
and eXistence."19

The Supreme Is sometimes viewed as 5uper

personal Absolute and sometimes as personal God.
in its non-relational aspect
pect it is God."20

1~

"The Supreme

the Absolute; in its active as
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The Supreme 1s neither completely transcendent nor com
pletely 1mmanent; He is both.

The unity of God and man 1s

found in the immanental aspect while in the transcendental view
there is an attitude of otherness. a feeling that there 1s al

ways something unknown and unspoken.

Th1s is not a fundamental

contradictIon but two ways of viewing one and the saMe thing.
The Supreme

.3

impersonal 1s the Absolute; as personal and self-

aware the Supreme 1s God A
Pure apprehension

0

the Ablolute 1s extremely rare.

bols and Ima es are forced on man by his very
nearly impossible for man not to give concrete
tions that are unseen.

natu~e;
ror~

rell~ious

to Intul

All sln

worship Is that of the Supreme thOUgh it may

take many varied forms.

We need the8e me'nt,al 1mages of the

Absolute so that He will be
appe~lations

It is

S mbollsm is basic to human life. but

symbols are only and can never be mor'e than symbols.

cere

SJm

Intelli~1ble

to man.

But these

of the Absolute are purely man-made distinctions.

pro~lem of the philo80phy Qf rell~10n has
been in the reconc1liation of the character of the
Absolute as in a sense eternally complete with the
oharacter of God as a self~determln1ng principle
manifested in a ~e por 1 development which includes
nature and man. 21


The great

It has often been said that the worship of a
is a s1 n of our spiritual inCancy.

per~onal

God

We look on Absolute Spirit

as the ultl ate trutb of the eternal and personal God as the
relative truth of mortal existence.

A 'Personal God' had meaning only for the practical
consciousness and not tor the highest 1n
s1 ht. To the finite individual blinded by the veils.
the Absolut~2seems to be determinate and exd\ts,ive of
hi self ••••

r~llgiou's
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Man has three kinds of awareness:
cep-tion.al. and the 1ntuitive.
sciQ~sne~s.

the logical. the per-

All three belone; to human con-

The human mind does not function 1n fractions.

Intuition is integral knowledge; it Is direct anQ immediate.
Intellec·tual knowled e is that of $c'1ent1flc procedurej it
me·asures .. limits and divides.

It is object1ve knowledge. in

dependent of he who hoIds it.

It 1s impersonalj it 1s the

separation of the min.d from the object.

It «ives the formal

structure of existence but does not give tnner truth; it fails
to give

u~1tary

it discovers and

and dynamic characteristics of the processes
In IntuItive knowledge. man is no

e~plalns.

longer an impartial observer; rather, he 1s thoroughly involved.
Perception gives us outward qualities o:f an obj'ect.

Intellect

discerns the law of which the object 1s an example.

But it is

intuitIon which

ives depth and meaning to the object.

There are varieties of cognitive experience which result
in knOWledge of t'he real.

Some are produced by s,ense exper1

ence. others by di8cursive reason!n .' and others by intuitive
apprehension.
external world.

Throu~h

sense experience we learn about the

Lo 1cal knowledge 1s obtained by analyzing

data supplied by perception.

•

It 18 a process of synthesis.

Log1cal knowledge 18 conceptual knowledge. symbolic and indi
rect.

Through sense experience and logic,al kno,wled e. man is

able to gain somewhat

or

a control over his environment.

"both these k1nds of kpowled ,e are

recogni~ed

as inadequate

to the real which they attempt to apprehend. w23
of the world 1s not revealed 1n logical or

Blit

8en~e

The reality
knowledge.
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The nature of reality 1s comprehended by the creative efrort
of the whole man and not just the intellectual or the sensual.
We need sense experience to know the externals and intellect
to understand 10,gical connections.

But it 1s only through

the intuitive faculties that we can know the spirit. the inner
nature of things.

We must not become totally absorbed in the

details of the sense and the intellect for then the inner
natu~e

of things is lost, and we cannot see into the lire of

things.
Throughout history, the major philosophers have
the 1mportance of intuItion.

8t~s8ed

Plato believed that the major

convictions of life were derived from intuition.

Descartes

said that the truth or intuitive thought and ideas is their
clea.r intelligibility and perceptibil1 ty.

Spinoza stated that

only intuition can give man the true reality or lire; reason
gives merely systematlc knOWledge of the man of science.
Lelbniz believed that knowledge was more than perceptual or
conceptua.l.

Pasealonce stated that 'The heart has lts rea

sons which are quite unkown to the head' and that reason
itself adJbits or an infinite region beyond reason.

KAnt

said that Any pure log1cal demonstrability of God was impo
ssible.

The capacities of knowledge were limited to the phe

nomenal world.

We cannot give a completely integrated ·sccount

or experience because human knowledge is conditioned by the
senses.

There must be something more which he called the

ideas or pare reason, i.e., intuition.
intellect.
beli

We must go beyond the

Hegel held a monistic view of the universe.

He

tnat reality ·was a single spir1tual organism, a

unity that is not arrived at by the process ot the d1alectic.

9
The sense of the One Is realized In the mind before It Is
conceptually determined; it is an intuition and not a demon
stration.
The great philosophers admit that the root prin
ciples ape articles of faith, and not attained
by argument.
They are not arrived at through
tbe, senses J or by the ordinary processes Qr
logical reasoning. ConvIct10ns arise only
through our realizing them as the common
g~Qund of all our knowledge. 24
Religious intuition is all encompassing and totally ful
filling.

Intuit1ve insight is the rea11zatlQn of the undi

vided unltspy life from whieh intellect and emotion, imagina
tion and Interest, are derIved.
spiritual life.

It Is the essence of the

Intelleetual skill does not nece!sarlly lead

to Intuitive experience.

This life of spirit is of a creative

character which cannot be gained through the exercise of the

We must not confuse the spiritual life with the inst!ne
t1ve or unconscious.

Instinct is the source of vitality, the

reeling for unity J the desire tor onene,ss.

The sC0pe or 1n

st1net as unconscious Is limited though It adds much to our
lives.

~nconsclous

unity of lIfe has

mad~

lnstlnetlve . now

'ledgepossible'J but it has been destroyed by the intell

t

which enabl,es man, to' know himself and control his environment.
Yet it 18 this intellectual knowledge which alienates man
from nature.

To bring the intellect into closer oontact with

life 1 tself,1 we must comb1ne it with instinctive k,nowledge.

Thi5 comb1nation Is in.tuition, the direetness and unity
the instinctive together with the eonsciousness
tual

,owledge.

or

or

intellee

In,telleetual consciousness has destroyed the
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wholeness of man's belnIT and his spontaneity.
bei~b

Knowledge and

have become divorced from one another, and they must be

reunited.
The intellect cannot fully synthesize the whole of re
ality.

The intellect gives mere abstraction.

The intellect

binds life to concepts; it 1s not dynamic but static.
~lves

intuitive knowledge which

insight.

It is

Absolute knowledge

is non-sensuous immediate knowledge .. ar1s1ng from the fusion
of the mind with reality.
by

sen~es

or symbols.

It is knowledge by being and not

It 1s the means of knowing through iden

tity; we become one with truth, one with the object of know
ledge.

The object 1s not outside of the self but part of it.

There 1s no distinction between the knower and the known.
Hinduism illustrates intuitive knowledge by the knowledge
of the self:
with it.

man

beco~es

aware of his own self by an identity

"Self-knowledge 1s inseparable from self-existence.

It seems to be the only true and direct knowledge we have: all
else is inferential. n25

It is the basis of all proof, so that

it, itself. cannot be proven.
awareness.

The self is implicit 1n all

It 1s the whole of man where thought and existence

become fused 1n self-consciousness.
The intellect is useful for action; it 1s the means of
organizing inanimate matter into tools for our use.

But the

intellect 15 only part of the whole personality, and we need
the whole of it in order to know the inner nature of reality.
Intuitions are expressive of life and are not mere logical
analyses.

They are

tra~smltted

statements but by myth.

not by precise scientif1c

The true test of knowledge is certainty
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and non-communicability as 1n an intuitive experience.

In

tuition needs no proof. it is existence aware of itself.

It

1s certainty not through logical validity but rather as selfevident.
Both intellectual and intuitive kinds of knowledge
are justified and have their own rights. Each 1s
useful for its own specific purposes. Logical know
ledge enables us to know the conditions of the world
in Which we live and to control them for our ends.
We cannot act successfully without knowing properly.
But if we want to know things in their uniqueness,
in their indefeasible reality. we must transcend dis
cursive thinking.
Direct perception or simple ~nd
steady looking upon an object is intuition. It is
not a mystic process, but the most direct and p~ge
trating examination possible to the human mind.
Intuition is not opposed to the intellect but lies beyond it.
It is perfect knowledge. not a-logical but supra-logical.

The

intellect 1s only a fragment while intuition is the whole.
Intuition is dynamic thinking controlled by grasping the
situation as a whole.

It is a process of deep rationality,

of thinking more profoundly, feeling more deeply. seeing more
clearly.

We think, feel, and see with the whole of our nature

and not just with a part of ourselves such as the intellect.
Intuition is not abstract thought; it has intellectual content.
Intuitive knowledge is characterized by a relation Which
is direct. personal, simple. and intimate.

It is often cri

ticized as that Which is subjective and incommunicable, which
does not give universal truth and therefore 1s incapable of
verification.

Actually,

Intuitive knowledge is verified by its capacity to
bring coherence and harmony into systems framed by
the intellect. The immediacy of intuitive knowledge
can be mediatect through intellectual definition and
analysis •••• Intuition and intellect are complementary.27
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Intuition is direct experience, transcending conceptual ex
pressions.

The intellect is needed to support and clarify

intuitive experience, but perceptional experience or logical
knowledge are not the basic principles from which man gains
his deepest convictions.
It is throuRh intuition that man becomes aware of the har

mony of the universe.

The intellect supplies the necessary

tools while the intuitive faculties provide the spark for true
creative genius and the means for bringing about the integra
tion of the whole man.
Intuition is the spiritual apprehension or awareness of
real values which are neither objects in space and time nor
universals of thought.

The objects of intuition are not crea

ted but recognized by us.

Ours is an age of rationalism, and

we ought to recognize the need for intuition, that which can
not be demonstrated but only experienced.

Man's mind is not

creative of reality but merely receptive to it.

We obtain re

ality outwardly.bY perception, inwardly by intuition. and through
the intellect we interpret and understand it.

a sense of

or~anic

wholeness.

Intuition

glv~

The intellect can only go so far;

it cannot give us the full understanding of say, the beauty of
holiness or the wonder of love, that the intuitive faculties
can give.
However, we must be careful not to confuse the insistence
on intuition with anti-intellectualism.
the intellect, it is of no value.

If intuition ignores

Intuition involves reason

and the intellect because it 1s the response of the whole man
to reality,

us

Intuition is dependent upon and continuous with
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thought.

It reveals the living reality underlying the con

ceptual context of knowledge.

Intuition is not an excuse or

apology for what cannot be grounded on or justified by the
intellect.

It is not to be confused with trances or ecsta

tic moments.
Indian thourrht requires us to abstract from sense
life and discursive thinking 1n order to surrender
to the deepest self where we ~et into immediate con
tact with reality. To know better, we must become
different, our thoughts and feelings must be deeply
harmonized. Intuition is not only perfect knowledge
but also perfect living. The consecration of the
self and the knowledge of reality grow together.
The fully real can be known only by one who is him
self fully re~1.28
Religion is an attempt to account for our experiences as
a whole.

Interpretations of our experiences need to be guided

by reasonj it is the only way to attain the truth.
and reason cannot contradict one another.

Religion

We must realize that

science and reason cannot unveil all of the mysteries of the
universe, that there 1s something beyond finite man. which is
in no sense contradictory but complementary to him.
We need to realize that there is only so much that 8c1
ence can do for us.

We must recapture the intuitive powers

that have disappeared from our

li~e3;

it 1s up to the intui

tive faculties to show us the beauty, splendor and coherence
of the universe.

It is empathy and not just sympathy.

In

other words. it is more than feeling with; it is feeling into.
It is projection into that which is

contemp~ated

and actually

becoming involved in its being.
Until we have the inevitable fusion of the divine
and the temporal, the subtle interpenetration of
the s~irlt through the whole man, we will hot have
the quiet fire t~~t burns, the lightning flash of

vision that illuminates the darkness of the ea~th
and the virgin aDDrehensions that ~~ke ?way the
sting from the pains of mortality.
Our problem 1s that we are too intellectual.

What we need

in order to be great 15 inspiration and not only intellect.
Life 1s a struggle a alnst doubt and despair. and it
often seems that the contemporary situation leaves us without
hope.

But we must not sink to nihilistic despair.

dlrect~on

and hope if the state of indecision in which we live

1s not to lead us to chaos.

Belief 1s often difficult. but

the need for be'lievinr:; is a necessity.
lectlve

We need

ration~l

tlnue in the

I

hat we need is a col

nu.!'pose. direction, ;:,.od hope;

a~mles,s

we cannot con

and hapha.za.rd state in which we live.

The need of the world today is for a religion of
the spirit, Which will give a pu Dse to life, which
will not demand any evasion or ambiguity, which will
reconcile the ideal and the real, the poetry and the
prose of life, whick>. will speak to the profound real
ities or our nature and satisfy the whole of our be
ing, our critical intelligence and our active desire. 30
It is the

s~lrlt

in man which is sunreme.

Spirit cannot

be proven to be real for it cannot be conceived of as objec
tive reality and cannot be com ared to subjective or objec
tlve substancej rather, spirit is life. energy, and real 1n
itself.

Spirit gives us constant contact with the creative

principle of which life is a

mRnifestat10n~

every soul, though it is often not expressed.
1n the

m~~J

Spirit exists in
Spirit is with

and there 1s no need to destroy and deny man in

order to find it.

Sniritual salvation 1s a gradual process.

It does not come abruntly. but it is the development and ul
timate

~~turatlon

of what is already within man.

Spiritual

salvation is a slow process of bringing life to fruition.
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Spiritual insight is the integration of personal life.
a fusing of finite and infinite.
or body.

Spirit is not without mind

The spiritual does not belong to the realm of the

abstract but to the realm of the concrete and the actual;
it needs all of man's being.

The health of the body and the

mind are essential but not the primary aims of life.

We must

not suppress the Inst 1nctual. intellectual. emotional or aes
'--"'

thetic aspects of man, for their development helps satisfy and
enable man to express the spirit within him.

Man is caught in

the finite world and yet 1s aspiring for the infinite.

The

peak of human evolution 1s the development from materialized
to spiritualized being, living 1n the immortality of spirit
though attached to the mortal body.

It is a process of self

finding and self-becoming.
Though the spiritual transcends human categories. the
best in man 1s somewhat close to it.

It is the very center

of man's being that best approximates that of the spiritual.
Through

selr~contemplatlon

and the process of internalization.

the self becomes aware of its own eXistence. but more Impor
tantly. the eX.lstenc,e of spirit of Which the particular self
is a focus point.
self.

The spirit is

m~rrored

1n the individual

This Is the 'tat tvam asi' (that art thou) of the

Upanisads.

This is the same as the biblical statement in

Genesis 1.27 that man was created in the image of God. and
therefore the essence
of God.

or

man is within the true revelation

This is the Ultimate bindin

of every self to God,

not peculiar to any particular individual.
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The spiritual within man is his underlying unity, sus
taining his body, mind, and will.

In the minutia of every

day life we lose consciousness of the vast mystery of our be

ing and become so absorbed 1n the petty details and trlvialItles of life that we forget the deepness and beauty within
us.

We must transcend, get out of our everyday selfj we must

truly lose our self to find it.
The need for re11g1on persists.
age, and yet man 'cannot find himself.

This 1s a self-conscious
'an cannot find that

which will bring him peace; he cannot unveil the spirit within
himself.

Man's need to come to an understanQlng with life 1s

ur ent.
Life is fragmentary and futile. Nothing means much
or matter$ mueh. Anxious and enquiring minds are
doubting and discussing, ~rop1ng and seeking for the
more precious meaning of lire, its pro founder reality,
for the synthetic view which will oomprehend the
scep,tlcisms and t,he-- eertainties, the d,oubts and the
reallt~es of contemporary life.
Our division 1$ pro
found and no organized religion is able to restore
the lost unity. We are waitinl:'; for a vital reI! io,n,
a live philosophy. hlch will reconstruct the base
of ,conviction and devise a scheme of life which ,men
can follow with self-respect and creat1ve joy. Sal
vatio,n is self~recolveFY•••• 31
It is through the regllgion of spirit that the freedom of
the human individual and the unity of mankind can be realized.
These are the fundamental truths of the major religions.

The

religion of spirit 15 the eternal religion, transcending race
and creed, applicable to all bu.t not one particular religion
or individual.

It is through the religion of spirit that we

can create a human consciousness of community and a sense of
personal relationships which are needed to create a universal
human community.
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The
be no re

orld is a s ngle co-operative group.
gious unity and peace as long as

religion claims to be the only one
truth.

ny particular

possession of the

e must seek a unity of religion

creed but i

There can

not in common

common quest, a unity of spirit and not just

organ zatio •

Unity does not cons st in uniformity.

uniformity but a rich harmony is

hat is desired.

ot

The va 

ious religions are not incompatible but complementar
one another and therefore indispensabl
order to realize the common end of
spiritual

to each other in

richly harmonized

orld philosophy.

e need to r se to a concept on of God above
beyond the pre judie s of our own nature.
the truly ultimate i

The One

11

ods,

ho

s

the common element of a 1 re i ions

and religious exper ences.
ence an

to

It is just

hence our interpretations

o~r

hich

frame

0

refer

ffer.

et,

the ex erience is unique to the individual-involved.

It

is this variety

and

0

reI g ous experiences which add t

make for spiritual richness.

The unity of d

ferent re

I' ions can only be achieved in an in ard and spiritua
aYe

Religion is the a areness
This

s a universal nee.

not in

h t is tern orar

hich is divine
t een religions,
discord.

nature in Go •

The unity of religions is based
and local

nd unive sal.
b~t

our rea

0

n them but in that

There is a diversity be

diversity does not necessarily entail
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e are des rous of a fellowship of re igions and not
a fusion; this fello ship is based on the
characte

of man's religious experience.

0

dationa

ReI gions ought

to retain their individu lities, their distinctive c arac
teristics

s long as they are not a

indrance to the sense

of spir tual fel ows i •
Religion is living in contact

ith ultim te reality.

It is not a subjective phenomena, nor is it 'ust the cult·
vation of the i

er Ii e.

hension

hich stands over

that

0

Rather, reli ion is the appre

The reality of religion is kno
and

~gainst

he individual.

as somet

ng experienced

ot as the co elusion of a logic I argument.
Religion is the experie ce of realit.

concerne
of the

t

life t an

hole sel

ot 'ust a matter

in the conte t
0

belief.

of our everyday lives.
n

not creed,

ith doctri e.

The

0

It is mor

It is a matter

human

elations and

Religion ought to
e~phasis

e a

art

shou d be on co

ct

ghteous living and not correct belief.

There should not be such a s arp bifurcation bet een the
sacred and t e secular.

e must not separ te to such a

great degree the sacred from the secu ar;
reject but synthesize t e two.
but pa t

0

e should not

The spiritual

the everyday; it pervades all

0

s not apar
life.

Reli

on ought to be a neans for social regeneration among
other things, and it cannot be so if one's salvation can
only be found beyond this life.

If the end of man is

spiritual salvation, it cannot be found in the separation
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of this-worldly and other-worldly affairs; rather it is
a ha 10 ing of the everyday.
be a part

our lives.

0

Spiritual values ought to

Intuition t experience t and in ard

realization are superior to intellect,

ogma, and outer

expression.
eligion is not the acceptance of academic ab
stractions or the celebration of ceremonies, but
a kind of life or experience. It is the insight
into the nature of reality, or experience of real
ity. This experience is not an emotional thrill,
or a sUbjective fancy, but is the response of the
hole personality, the integrated self to the cen
tral reality.32
eligious experience engages the
is a state of ecstasy or complete
being.

hole person.

It

b orption of the whole

It is a contemplative insight into the source

f

11 Ii e and not merely an escape ir-to the subjective.
Religious experience is no
object stat.
totality.

character zed by a subject

It invo ves t e

holeness of man, man as a

"It is a condition of consciousness in

hicn

feelings are f sed, ideas melt into one another, boundaries
33
broken and ordinary istinctions transcended. tt
During
the experience there is a sense of timeless being,
there is no past or present,
ith being, and

synonymous
ject

ith

0

ect and object

here consciousness becomes
here there is a fusion of sub
ith reality.

There is no

distinction between kno er and known; rather, there
feeling of universal self.
sufficient and complete in

ere

s a

he experience is felt to be
tself.

fi ds me ning and value in itself.

It nees no more, but
It is a positive feel

o
in

of pe c , onenes ,inne

outer unity
It i

unity

th the self and

ith the universe.
very rare for a person t

it is often felt

n part.

0

feel this totally;

The Uaverege" man often

c tches a glimpse of th s moo , of th s mystic feel in ,
as

n beholding a sunset or in the relation of huma

It is usually a transient experience and
is qUite uncommon.

tinued at
ill.

uS o

ts permanency

hese experie ces are like

since they occur only et intervals.

ove.

evelatlon

hey carillot b

con

ill, end socetimes they occur even egainst
long a

remains rapt

the exper ence

asts,

e

ndividual

_ contemplation, but no man can rest in that
Life is a restl ss surge. 1I34

state for all time.
per ence is transitor

he ex-

and inter ittent.

he experience cannot be totally coreprehended.
ing the experience itself,
not analyze

het

an

5

Dur

so over helrr.ed he could

as going on, and actually he has no

de

sire to do so unti

the experience is over.

to recapture it an

remember it, but it cannot be realized.

hen t e process of reflection begins.

He cannot forget

that he has experienc d so·ething beautiful
cent, but

h t it

as

snow inexpress'ble an

communication and logical

nalysis.

Later he tries

nd magnifi
beyond

The experience is

truly "neffable and transcends the experie ces of the senses
nd the boundaries of 1 gical constructions.
The person

ho

as un ergane scan experience

envisioned a different

s

arId, not more real than the con
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ventiona1 world but more resplendent.

e has an immediate

and intuitive certainty of reality, and nothing can
or destroy this feeling of certa nty t at he
is needed a ong

as.

eaken

Reason

ith th s intuitive insight but does not

by itself suffice.
Actually nothing positive can be said about its con
tent.

The attempt to describe its content falsifies it •

. eligious experience defies intellectual description.

It

is the infinite and hence beyond the bounds of finite ex
pression; there
be communicated

re no words to explain it.
0

It can only

descr bed in some sense symbol cally

through the creative Imagin tion, described through that
which

as no fixed or static

eaning.

It must be interpret

ed dynamically as life requi es it to be.
literal translation.

There can be no

Like myths, it is not important as

scientific tr th but i

relat on to 'h t it'means as a

hole for the person involved.
The Hindu th nker did not rush to the conclusion
that in religious experience e ascribe object
ive existence to SUbjective suggestions.... Re
ligious experience s not the pure unvarnished
presentment of the real in itself, but is the
presentment of the real already influenced by
the ideas and prepossessions of t e perceiving
ind. The mind of man does not function in
fractions. It cannot be split up into a few sharp
ly defined elements, as the intellect, the emo
tions, and the will. The intellect of man is not
so utterly naked and undefiled as to justify the
vle~ that it is one and the same in all men.35
he Divine is one, but interpretations of it vary
according to our own personal conditions, the environment,
our prejudices, an

all that has influenced our I ves.
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Our

rame of reference is determined by our

cu ture.

he individual

eredity and

nterprets the experience in terms

of his frame of reference.

here is no such thing as a

pure experience.

nd "nterpretation may be un

ediation

conscious but they are still there.
there

re no experiences

hic

Strict y specking,

man does not interpret; it

is only a question of degree.
The ori in of religion
is a greater life than

s in the a

vie

of life.

of re igion.

It is a spiritua

n

it is an evolu

and not a dogmatic

Spir"tu 1ity is the core and

nward essence

ysticism emp as zes this as ect of reli ion.

It affirms the mystery
the mystery cannot be
ich categorica11
that

that there

hat we are experiencing right no ,

it is a search for the gre ter self,
tionary process.

~reness

n the universe and realizes th t
bolished.

deni_

the existence of God and to

it kne

hich talks as i

of these points of vie

It is opposed to that

destroy

all

bout God because both

11 of the mystery in the

orld.
e1 gion

ou d be petty and s a

sense of t e unknown an

ere it not for the

mystery in the universe.

It

n

ystic religion, God is not a logic 1 concept or t e con
clusion of a sy logis
ossibility of

but a re 1 presence, the ground and
11 kno ledge and v lues. n36
ysticism

e phasizes the personal experience

f God, contact

ith

the cre tive spirit.

It stresses the s preme mystery of

the universe as that

ch must be experienced in ardl

and not that to

·eh you pay mere lip-service.

3
There is a definite

nability of t e

to solve the mystery of the re ations
the

orld.

Furthermore,

eli

n te the mystery i

infinite by
complete!
be

ave

inite

hic

the

orld.

tandards.

de~ands

p bet een God and

Ie

The

mind.

ca~ot

ttempt to
rong.

by a rel gion which close
an'

umao m n

e cannot and should not tr

rational is in itself

and limited by

nite

measure the
ake religion

Humanity cannot

maD's mind or's bound

It is only by the re

man to think an

to

enter

g on

nto s iritual crea

tivity that humanity can be save.
yst cism is not to be conf sed

ith the in tinctive

or t e irrational because it c nnot be contrary t
It assumes the indivisible oneness
co cerns the

hole self and

im

0

life.

re son.

The mystical

t the integration, not

the fragmentation of man.

The mystical is a test mony of

spiritual experience.

I

s the creative

strength of the soul.

It is opposed to all the puts au

thority above truth

ct

0:

po er and

nd so revo ts aga'nst institutional

ism and stereotyped for s of religious life.
The

ystic experience

perfect insight.

s more than feeling; it is

It is the "Super-sp'rit" liv ng

giving him

transcendent personal ty, an

dependence.

It is a constant unity

spiritual union.
times no matter
absolute

0

age.

si~ilar

at

11

This does not me n an

dentity of mystic experiences but

only individual v riatio

limita Ie in

ith the divine, a

stic 1 experiences a e
hat race

n man)

th~t

there

ithin a large frame ork.

re
Due

34
to the universality of m stic experiences, they are able
to transcend the differences bet een the v rious religio s.
It is our intellectual representation

a d

.terpretations

which vary because they bri g out different aspects of the
one central reality.

The mystic experience,

versal character, offers a

ay to transcen

bet een organ zed relig ons.

I

ith its uni
the

fferences

is a possible solution to

the contemporary problem of the fragmentary n ture of man.
The integral elements
the supremacy of

o~

indu religious tbought

bsolute spirit, the reality of

re

ystic

consciousness, the distinction bet een the intellec

con

tempI ti g the intelligible in detache

s

fashion

thoroughly rapt in enthusiasm and transcen e
the non-ultimateness
sal
1.

0

t

s

or

,an

nd

above itself,

t e belief that

tion is possib e for all because the divi e is
~

nduism believe

t? tall

ithin

eligions are a varied

expression of ·a single truth, and therefore Hinduism adopt
ed an a tti tude of tolere.nce.

Its· a mosaic of all types

and stages of religious asp
to all human nee s an

yet

ation.

It

as a apted itself

as a un f ed form.

mained so by interpreting all

It has re

s different aspects

0

the

Supreme.
Hinduism sterts from and returns to an exper ment 1
basis in contrast to other religio.s
particular event
udaism -

0

braham,

definite creed.

hicb begin

ith a

perso, e.g., Christ anity -

esus,

slam -

'oh~mmed.

Hinduism

as no

It is a coherent unity of spiritual thought
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and realization, constantly gro ing and changing.
gions usually

0

Reli

e their inspiratio s to their prophets.

Hinduism differs

arkedly in this respect.

It never leaned

on author ty to the extent other r ligions did and do, nor
does it center 2round
characteristic has

n historical event.

een its

"Its distinctive

nslstence on the inward

i

e of

spirit.«37
The epoch of founders for Hi duism is the Vedic peri
od.

Veda (the

isdom) is the highest spiritual truth for

finite man; it is the resu t of rsis or seers; it is divine
intuit on and not

product of logical reaso

are not the authors

0

this trut

ng.

The rsis

but those able to see the

eternal truths.
Hindu reI gion

not a reve at on through faith but

5

the attempt to reveal and unveil the deepest layers of man's
self.

It is concerned

ith the facts of life's depths.

Hinduism insists on experience.

s salvation it is more

of a transforming experience than a notion of God.
essence

0

religion

s not the existence

po er to transform men.
is salvation
tions.

here

0

The

deity but its

The ultimate aim of the ind vidua

aith and ritual h ve subordinate posi

The destiny of the Hindu is to change body into

soul, to realize the

orld's

de ive happiness from it.

otential fo

The goal is the development of

the individual, of the real self, not
takes his self to be bu

virtue and to

hat man often mis

spi itual freedom.

It is not to
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be enclosed in one's ego but to aspire to univers lity.
Perfection of the
iVidual, narro

elf entails trans ormation from
life to a free, spiritual

in harmonizing life
stinence from the

ith reality.
orld.

This doe

0

n

e; it consists
not

e n ab

It·s not inactivity; rat e

is the need of surrendering the individual claim an
tifying

ith the universal life.

vidual desires.
ard action.
is no schism

n

it
iden

It is a denial of i di

Hinduism emphasizes not inaction but in

This is consistent

ith normal livi g.

There

ith ordinary life, but rather an integration

of man's whole bei g and never denying the need for emo
tional expression, mater al
Just la

or code

or living.

Like all religions, Hi
var ous

oint.

ell-being, and a right and

uism

as been criticized on

One of the major aspects that is suscep

ti Ie to criticism is that the e phasis on ecstasy
duism leads to lorld

nd life negation.

lieved that Hindu thought 1s essent

n Hin

It is often be

1 y otherworldly, and

that humanist ethics and otherworldliness are incompatible,
here salvation as a process of se f- iscovery is non-ethi
ca •

is be ieve

that Hinduism is a re uge from life,

an escape rather than a reconci iatton; it is freeing the
soul from the finite an

not transforming it into the in

finite.
By taking an overall vie

of histo y we realize that

Eastern and .estern vie s of life are not contradictory.
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"Both of t em are tackling the same prob em, the reconcil
38 The
iation of the values of mind with those of spirit."
tension bet een mind and spirit must be resolve.
life demand

co-exi tence and co-operation,

cess of actio

Human

dynamic pro

and interaction.

he terms East and
often misleading.

est are genera

concepts th tare

Distinct ons bet een the two are diffi

cult to make for neither one is a single corporate entity;
each has a variety of sub-divisions.
religious bel"efs and

There are numerous

r c ices, and yet, t ere

Iso are

many similarities bet een their religious systems.
thermore,

e can achieve an increas ngly greater apprehen

sion of truth t rough an appreciat on
division

ot er ideas.

0

The

s mainly in out ard forms of life, the external

ay of a proaching things.
hension

Fur

n actuality, a better compre

f the various f rms can lea

of the universal truth

0

spir tua

questions are the same ever

here;

to an understandi g
Ii e.
t

The ultimate

s only the approach

es and emphases which differ.
I

elation to the ··est, the

ast is more concerned

ith re igion as basical y ot er- or dIy,

here this

orld

is a mere stepping stone, a preparation for a much more
beautiful and fuller life, and yet not denying the impor
tance of this life.
conce

hile the

ed with humanis , the t

exclusive.

estern tradition is more
0

owever are not mutually

It is fallacious reasoning to identi y re igion

8

ith

orld and

socia

ife negation and humanism with ethics and

progress.

The

re not co tradictory to eac

o '_er but compleme t r ,
inner man to a highe

or rel glon cannot ra se the

level unt 1 his external existence

( .e., his ethics) has

een raised.

adhakrishnan takes a u
athy wit
cerned

ver al stand.

a c r e tive forms

0

e is in sym

re igious l_fe.

ith a synthesis bet een Eastern and

s representative of t

0

0

experience. -He believes that the prob em of

ardness

c

ationalism so characteristic of

hat is needed

estern human s

and Eastern

profound and more al ve
ual and ethical

nderst nd ng

0

eligion, one that is more

han eit er,

ith a greater s ir t

au s the activism of the .est,

contem 1 tion as the

r

0

externa

The

ut he
vie i
est re
e

0

ust

ut rather adopts a scientif c att 

tude and vie s n ture as so ethirg to
Radhakr s nan

are, thereby m i n

qu~etism,

rest road to reality.

s so ethin

acco odate ourselve,

astered.

estern thought

s a combined philosophy of

upholds t e Eastern preference

gards nature not

s intensely

orce.

Radhakr shnan
st

or d reli

Radhakrishnan

needs to be balanced by an Eastern

in ardness.

sp ritual

a co-ordination of Eastern in

nd 'estern activism.

a are of t

s con

estern though

com lementary poles

gions can be solved t roug

e

ou

rathe

e co

rolled and

leave things

great demands on

ife.

To

s they
he

9
extent that Radha rishna
external

orld, i.e., Nature,

sists on exploring it.
o

leaves what he vie s to be the

This

kno ledge to the point

her

10 e, the

as led to

estern vie

in

appall ng abuse

e can destroy

u selves

at the touch of a button, and yet it has also opened up
vast areas and seemingly limit ess possi i ities t at are
closed to the Eastern po nt of view.
adhakr shnan's ntegral experience points the
ay, even if it mi~construes the goal. It ne s
to be purged 0 its inconsistencies and shorn of
its extravagances, and to become more genuinely
integr 1, inclusive of ~ore facts, ore science,
more naturalism. Sometimes he is vague and in
defi ite, or in hi attempts to be definitive,
he is inconsistent. Agai ,sometime
e is
other orldly, or in his attempts to be prac
ical, he Os too Oriental to serve planetary
culture ithout further crystallization. But,
i , in any ay, ithin the limitations proper
to th°nking, nd
c~n natural ze its spiritu
alism and the est can soiritualize its natur
alism, there may be a profQu d and moving in
tegration n philosophies.j9
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cm·iCLusrON
.A

Both Buber and Radhakrishnan

auld say that

e must

rid ourselves of the excessive use of science because the
scientific method abstracts and theorizes and therefore
cannot teach us about the concrete individual.
of science deals
is

The method

ith only part of man, and our concern

ith the whole of man.

The individual is becoming of

diminishing importance in relation to our complex mass
society.

He is becoming more and more a function of so

ciety, a merely marginal phenomenon.
Radhakrishnan's emphasis is that of an i ternal re
ligious approach.

He believes that there

5

a source of

insight of a higher order than reason and vie sour sci
entific attitude

hich excludes intuitive insight as the

greatest obstacle in achieving harmony in the

arId and

a coherent unity between men.
e now seem to live in a period of scientific
self-sufficiency hen we dismiss ultimate ques
tions as absurd and unans erable, hen we look
upon human beings as complicated machines and
disregard their agonies and ecstasies as sur
vivals of a prescientific age.
e pretend that
the orld we comprehend in sterilized sobriety Is
the only orld there is. Religio 1s being 510.
ly edged out of existence. l

Radhakrishnan believes that religion today is unscientific
and unsocial.

uch of humanity are victims of un tIling

disbelief due to the inconsiste cies in traditional re
ligion.

The issue for religion now 1s not concerning

doctrinal or ritual discord but the very existence of
religion itself.
BUber, like Radhakrishnan, also
ism and the scientific
to

~orld

vie~s

intellectual

tti tude as the In..ajor hind ance

harmony and a significant cause of man's increased

sense of solitude.

an is no longer in control of the

machines that he has created for

is own use.

Furthermore,

Buber says, as does Radhakrishnan, that the scientific
method does not grasp the whole man; it excludes the in
tuitive insight 'hich is an essential part of man.
Buber believes that the old forms of religion and
tradition are decaying.

He

10

ld agree

ith Till ch's

view that:
The anxiety of emptiness is aroused by the
threat of non-being to the special contents
of the spiritual life. A belief breaks do n
through external events or inner processes:
one is cut off from creative participation in
a sphere of cUlture, one feels frustrated a
bout something hich one has passionately
affirmed, one is driven from devotion to one
object to devotion to another and again to
another because the meaning of each of them
vanishes •••• Everything is tried and no
thing satisfies. The contents of tradition
however excellent, ho ever praised, how
ever loved once, lose their power to give
content today.2
Both Radhakrishnan and Buber believe th t religious
feeling 1s an addition to a person's life t

t cannot be

95
ad ed by mere

esire or will.

It is what the theologian

calls "grace tt •

Religion is an added dimension, a certain

rapturousness.

Religion, in ge e al terms, re ers to the

belief in an unseen order and

here supreme goo

in harmonious adjustme t to it.
if there
ing to

In

el gion,

e feel as

ere someth ng there, adding new depths of mean
hat other ise is a seemingly futile existence;

and yet this something cannot be defined.
there

consists

ere in the h

"It is as if

an consciousness a sense of reality,

a feeling of objective presence, a perception of what
may call 'something there' ••• ,tt3

e

a sense of reality

greater than what our se ses give us.

This "something"

cannot be defined precisely because there is somet in
within the individual

hich absolutely is certain that

there is more to life than conclusions reached by pure
rationalistic logic; tt ••• something in you absolutely
kno s that the result must be truer than any logic-chop
ping rationalistic talk •••• n4
Re igion, as it is man's total reaction
is the means of

fyin

the tot I i divi

pon life,

aI, of bring

ing about a strong coherence, and of remedying the inner
incompleteness and discord

ith n man into one har onio s

un t.

Both Radhakris

an and Buber vie

temporary man as a result of
fied society
vidua

man.

0

the cris s of con

technolog cal

hich fragments and f

nd massi

ctio alizes the indi

Both men see that the individual becomes
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morally and sp ritually inferio
a de inite need

0

in

he

ass.

There is

a rebirth of spirit, a spirit al re

a akening, a recovery of faith.
The orld is un ergoing changes so vast that
they are hardly comparable to the changes hich
occurred in the past. The contemporary sit 
ation is pregnant ith great possibilit es,
immense dangers or immeasurable rewards. It
may be the end or a ne beginning. The human
race may e d by destroyi g itself or its spir
itual v~tality may revive and a ne age may
da n hen this earth ill become a real home
for human ty.5
If the individual is not regenerated in spirit then
ciety cannot be either.
in salvation of the

Salvation of the

ndividual.

Buber's concern

s

orld consists

herefore, there is a need

for a change of the inner man; t_e
recting and ordering principl

50

divldua

eeds a di

n his dissociated state.

"th the

hcleness of man

hich

can be realized only in relation, partners_ip, dialogue.
his

s a crucial difference bet een Radhakrishnan a d

Buber, as

ell as bet een the Indian and

ernitic traditions

in general: the former is individualist, (with the concept
of the atman and all that folIo
communal, (e.g., a hoI
B~ber

bile the 1at er is

people).

is not co cer ed

cal s stem or ideology but
tial c' aracter sties of man.
d1alo ue

),

ith a
it

art c lar philo so

i

the concrete and existen
It 1s t' is philosophy of

ich is the essence of Bube 's thought because

it is, Buber believes, through relating
the individual truly comes alive an

ith others that

is able to experience
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t e fu ness and depth of life.
is revealed in community

Buber believes t at man

nd to understand the nature of

man one reust not merely study

he individual man but ho

he relates to others, nature, and the spiritual
Radhakrishnan

orld.

ould agree with Buber when he says

that man is neither good nor evil but both together.

To

use Buber's terminology, he says t at man is the creature
of the bet een
the

orst

ith the

all

0

e1s this thought
being, full

0

otentiality of being the best or

vlng creatures.
hen

Radhakrishnan paral

e says that

an is a paradoxical

contradi tions and capable of rising to

the greatest of heigh s

0

of sinking to the lowest of

depths.
It is important to note in the philoso h es of both
of t ese men that man is by nature neither good nor evil
but both together.
than

ConteI:lporary man is no more !levi1"

ere his brothers of antiquity.

clination for evil as

He has the same i 

e does for good.

t is not that resent-day man is capable of
greater evil than the man of antiqu ty or the
primitive. He merely has incompar 1y more
effective means ith hlch to realize his pro
clivity to evil. As his consciousness has
roadened and differe tia ed, so his moral
nature has lagged behind.

5

Radhakrishnan's thought concurs
he s ys that man is mor
is conditioned by his
environme t.

ith Buber's

hen

than an in ividua1 and that
elation to and

it

e

others and the

This aspect of Radhakrishnan's thought,

namely the concept of re atlon an

meeting, is an impo 
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tant aspect of his philosophy though it does not play
the role to the extent th t

t does in Buber's philos

ophy.
Both Radhakrishnan and Buber
bet een man

ealize that the distance

nd man is becoming increasingly greater and

that this bridge must

e gapped if modern man is ever to

live in a harmonious world and achieve salvation.
The question of human relationship and of the
inner cohesion of our society is an urgent one
n view of the atomization of the pent-up mass
man, hose personal reI tionships are under
mined by general mistrust.7
It is also important to note in the p ilosophies of
each of these men, that neither one wants to disregard
the scientific method.

It is just that science has its

place and it is Ii ited; it does not encompass the
of reality.

Buber discusses this question

about the I-It relation.

hole

hen he talks

e says that although the 1

Thou encounter contains the

eeper meaning of reality and

existence, the I-It relation m st not be looked on as a
neg tive one.

ather it is a needed relation because man

requires scientific knowledge in order to gain an ob ect
ive perspective of the
comes evil

orld.

The I-It relationship be

hen it claims to be the only valid means of

apprehending reality.

It is, Buber states, in the I-Thou

encounter that man truly becomes man because it is where
man becomes

hole and is

ble to experience absolute mean

ing by sharing with others.
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Radha rlshnan parallels this aspect of Buber's thought
in h s discussion of the reI tionship existing bet een in
tuition and intellect.

Radhakrishnan states that the in

tellect is necessary because it 1s
is able to control the environment.
beyond the intellect.

he means by

hich man

However man must go

It is by means of the intuitive

faculties that man is able to grasp the

hole of reality.

Intuition is able to bring the intellect into closer con
tact with life.

Intuition is not devoid of i tellect but

rather is the combination of the instinctual and ration
alistic elements of man.
it 1s concerned

It reveals the

ith man as

~ho

e man because

totality and is able to give

penetrating insiphts into the nature of reality.

hile

the intellect concerns itself with only part of man, in
tUition involves the whole personality.
tion, as the response of the

hole

And yet, intui

an to reality, is of

no value unless it i volves the intellect.
Buber also re lizes the necessity and yet the limits
of the intellect.

The intellect is valuable in that it

helps .!.:an to order and control the world, but its
ness 11'e''5 in th·t it keeps us apart fro
though Buber does

the

orld.

Al

nd believe in the supremacy of intuition

as does Radhakrishnan, he does say t at it is th
means of apprehendi g
to others and

eak

he nature

0

best

man in his relation

is environment and that it most closely

approximates the I-Thou
It is mainly in the

8y of knowing.
rea of

h t the

and Buber calles the "Eternal Thou" and

est terms tlGod"
hat the East

1 0

designates as the tlAbsolute lt and Radhakrishnan the tlSu
preme" that the two men differ.
••• it matter little
of the eter 1 as God
impersonal, possessed
of them.
h tever He
in yourself.
According to the
sonal for.
of God.

ester

In the In ian tradition,

vhether you like to think
or deity, as personal or
of q alities or devoid
may be, you must find it
ew, God is apprehended in per

The personal is necessary for the experience

It is a personal relationship

ith a personal Go •

Ho ever, according to the Eastern point of view, denial of
.the ego and personality is essential for salvation, a d
therefore it is illogical

0

project

perso~al!t~·

Absolute because personal ty itself is
Old Testament literature and

ill~sory.

on the
~~l~ke

estern religions in general,

in Indian religions there is no

ention made of a

ersonal

God mani esting Himself and operating in and through his
tory.
For B ber, the reI tionship bet een God

nd

a

is

an extremely personal confrontation of an I and a Thou.
The Eternal Thou is truly the Lord of he ven and earth.
God reveals Himself to man as Lord, and as Lord He demands
strict obedience.
tween man

The personal relationship existing be

nd God is fundamental; it 15 a reciprocal re

lation bet een an I and a
tinct.

Buber

as

hou, an

yet each remains dis

ary of fall'ng into the trap of identi

fying the human soul

ith God.

ccording to Buber,
0 is speaking from per
sonal experience, this feeli g of absolute
oneness hlcb induces the monist to claim that
in trance ••• he 1s God, means nothing more than
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that he is himself; e has experienced the
deepest ground of his 0 n creature1y being •••• 9
Buber sees God as the Eternal Thou
recognized only in relationship.
of thought

0

He ca

ho is met and
never be an object

a logical constructio , and He is also

than a subjective expression or emotion.
is a living relat'onshi

ore

The Eternal Thou

ho is part of everyday encounters

and experiences.
The Eastern point of view of Radhakrishnan's

hilos

ophy can be easily seen in his discussion of the Supreme
as expe ienced reality
gatives.

The use of

a 'that of

hich can only be ex ressed in ne
e atives, na ely that the Supreme

s

hich nothing can be said,' pervades much of

Eastern philosophy and Radhakr shnan is no exception here.
Ho ever, he does re 1 ze the inherent dangers in negative
descriptions, namely in that of reduci g the Supreme to
nothi gness.

But Radhakrishna

says t' at it is only through

the use of negatives that the sense
divine can be brought out.

"

oIly

0

the otherness of the

hile Buber also realizes the

ther" nature of the Divine he in no sense stresses

it to t e extent that Radhakrishnan does.
here Buber confirm

the Divine as "Absolute

erson"

Radhakrishnan says that man needs the category of self
conscious personality, (God), in order to understand the
nature of the Divine.
gory as a
fancy,
e

eakness i

Radhakrishnan looks on this cate
man, as a sign of

is spiritual in

hile the category of the personal 1s, for Buber,

s~ntial

i~

a posit ve senseo

,
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Yet, Radhakrishnan definitely does think th t this
negative as ect has been carried too far by many Indian
phi osophers, and he

ould say:

At our best moments e are conscious that e
are in communion ith something or somebody
above ourselves.
e a ten say, " ith a Per
son," and though God is certainly not "such
a one as ourselves" it seems to be tr e that
the "I and thou" relation 's never t nscended. 0
Both Buber and Radhakrishnan realize the need for
a spiritual revival and rea akening.
ingful life; he cannot be
but only gUided by one

~overned

'an needs a mean

by a static

ph~losophy

hich is dyna ic and movin.

though the contem orary situation
st te of despair, neither man
to nihilistic despair.

~ight

Al

leave us in a

ould advocate sinking in

Belief is

i ficult in modern times,

but it is a definite necessity.
For Radhakrishnan, it is what he terms the tire igion
of spirit" that is the solution to
what can bring meanin

problems; it is

and purpose to our lives.

adha
,

krishnan believes that it is t e spirit in man

,

hich is

supreme because spirit brings man into constant contact
~ith

the creative principle of life.

man is concerned tit

the

of the total individual.

hole a

The spir t

man; it is

It is t e spi it

hich unifies a 1 the different aspects
brings body and min,
and will al
It is

os

nct

nd

ith n
fUnct on

it in man

f man; it i

ntellect, an

hat

esire

to ether into a coherent and cohesive whole.

hat enables man to transcend the minutia and petti

ness of everyday life and to ove come the fragmentary and

03
fUtile nature of the contemporary world.
in man, onCe

The spirit with

ctualized, is what frees the human individu

al and enables him to participate in sharing and living
with others; it enables him to appreci te the beauty around
him and to experience true community with his fellow man.
The life of spirit
ships

ill

llow man to form personal relation

hich are so vital in this distrusti g and tension
orld, to experience those relationships

loaded

a pre-requisite for the creation

0

h'ch are

a universal human com

munity.
Buber parallels

adhakrishnan's concept of the re

ligion of spirit as the solution to the contemporary c i
sis

~ith

his principle of dialogical living.

For Buber,

the meaning of religion, and ultireately of life itself,
is found in the enco nter between
God.

an and man and man and

It is in dialogical living, in the act of experienc

ing that

hich is other, that man finds meaning.

Relationship ••• is not a category but an experi
ence shared by t 0 human being •••• Coe must
not] use people as things but see man always in
his holeness of being which cannot be under
stood except in relationship to other being ••••
The t entieth centu y has analyzed man, but
some psychologies have all but fragmentized
him.
synthesis must be effected before nu
clear physics atomizes him and his civilization.
'The proper study of man' ill accord him the
dignity of treatment as subject, not as an ob
ject. It ill address him, not as it, but as
'thou. '11
Buber believes that it is only through dialogical
living, through the meeting 9f I and Thou, that true hu
man community can ever be

chieved.

Like

adhaKrishnan,

lO~

he regards the experience of reletionsh
in the formation of a universa

as essent al

human community, and also

in accord with Radhakrishnanrs thought he realizes the
need for a goal-defining

orld vie

that does not inhibit

man but, r ther, frees man and enables him to experie ce
mean ng in his life.
Both Buber and Radhakrishnan believe that
social animal cannot exist

an as a

ithout a tie to the community.

For the individual to find u tim te justification for his
existence, for h s in ividual and mor 1 autono

,he

eeds

an:
••• extramundane principle capable of relativiz
ing the overpo eriD influence of external fac
tors •••• He needs the evidence of inner tran
scendent experience hich alone can protect him
from i~e other ise inev table submersion in the
ass.
n needs more than i tellectual insight, and this is all
th t our technological
tific method

ge, as char cterized by the scien

s c pa le of givi g to man.

yond strictly rational an

e must go be

logic 1 constructions.

fulfillment, man needs community in the sense of

Fo
~erson

al encounter bet een man and man

nd bet een man and God.

Our philosophy must be more than

n

ntellectual

n

e a way of 1

e, a l'ving

n con

de ic matter; it m st
stant contact
Both Buber

ith ult

c-

ate reality.

nd Radhakrishnan p opose a reI gion which

is the experience of reality, a

e igion that is a

ay of

life, that is of everyday life and not something

hich is

to be

advocate

sav~

for a design ted time or pI ceo

The

05
a religion

hich deals

~ith

the

hole man in his relation

to others because it is only in his relation to others
that man 's able to realize hirnse f.
he I-Thou relation for

ube

a

It

s by

eens

0

the relig ous experience

for Radhakr shnan, that man becomes a are of a greater
life than the one he is experiencing no.

an has become

caught up and totally involved with himself and the
tiae

0

everyday life, and the religious experience an

the I-Tho

encounter can free him from

to part cipate in that 'hich is greate
enable

in

im to experience the mystery

him into contact

0

is and enable him
han himself.
t e

orl

ith the creative spirit of l' e.

an

They
br ng
ost

m ortant y, t e reli ious experience and the I-Thou e 
counter enable man to transcend the differences bet een
men and help lead to hurnan co
nan an

unity

Buber so strongly advocate.

hieh both Radhakrish
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FOOTNOTES

1.

Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, Recovery of Faith, (Harper
and Brethera l'ubllshers, New York, 1955). p. 21.

2.

Paul Tll11ch, The Courage To Be. (Yale University Pre.a,
New Haven, 1965), pp. 47-48.

James, The Varieties of Religiou8 $xperience,
(Mentor Edition, New York, 195-8), p. 61.

W1l11~m

4.

Ibid!., p. 72.

5.

Radhakrishnan, Q12..cit., p. 3.

6.

c.

7.

Ibid., p. 117.

8.

Richard Charles Z&ehner, The ComRarlson of Religions,
(Beacon Press, Boston, 1962), p. 20.

9.

Ibid., p. 92.

J. Jung, The Undiscovered Self, H. F. C. Hull, trans.,
(Tbe New American Library, New York, 1959), p. 112.

10.

Paul Arthur Schilpp, ed., ~he Philosophy of Sarvepal11
Radhakrishnan, (Tudor PUb11sh1ng Company, New York,
1952), p. 326.

11.

A. J. Ungersma, The Search for Meaning, (Toe Westminster
Press, Philadelphia, 1965), pp. 110-111.

12.

Jung,

QQ.

cit., p. 34.
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R~11g1ons.

My Senior Seholara paper 1s ma.inly conc€lrned wi th

man's que2t for Qeaning.

As its t1tle states, it 1s a stUdy

1n the philosophies of Martin Bubel' and Sarvepalli Radha
kr1ehnan in relation to man's se.:Jlrch to find meaning in bis
l.ite.

l·t is in no way e,xhaustlve

ot the, thougbt of either

of these men but only discusses th€lr

T~ew.

as they relate

me~ling.

to man's quest for

The paper 1s divided into four general areas: (1) In
troduction: the lntroductlon states tbe problem t n2mely,
that there has been a breakdown of trad1tlonal values and
norms and with this
and has lost much

dlsi~tegration

m~anlng

man has become alienated

in his life.

Here I take the ap

proach of V1ktor E. Frankl and state that the search for
meaning 1s esaent:lal to lif.e.

l-Ia.n must invest his life wi th

as much meaning as 16· possible in order to live 1n a worth
while

anner.
(2) Bubel': The aecand chapter of m,y paper deals with

the thought of Martin oUber.

It traces the evolution of

BUberls thought from hla early period of mysticism to his

middle period of religious existentialism, and finally to
his

l~st

and mature peri-od of d1.aloglcal philosophy.

Thi8

chapter focuses on Buber'·s philosophy of dlalogue as the means
of overcoming the contemporary crisis Which Bubel' believes
to be the ho.c.elessne'ss of Qur age.

It 1s thr0ugh constant

dialogue or encounter that true communication can be achieved
and tbe human community can be established.

It is not, Buber

believes, man alone, the individual man, that 1s important,
but it 1s man in his relation to others, nature, and spirit
that is vital.

(3) Radhakrishnan: The third chapter of my paper 1s
concerned with tbe

philoso~hy

and focuses on what he

of

c~ns1der9

Sarv~palll

Radhakrishnan

to be the problem of our

age, namely, the need for reiigious renewal where the goal
ia integration, an
nature, and man

lntegr~tlon

~lth

of man w1th man, man with

the divine.

Radhakrishnan aees the

contemporary or1sis as oeing one of modern man's

disaff~ction

and unrest, mainly caused by the overuse of the scientific
method.

vie\f~

Radhakr1s,hnan

man as ba.sically a spiritual

being who can best overC'ome thi'S problem and achieve the life
of Spirit by means of intuitive_ insight.
(4) Conolusion: The final ch pter .t my paper 1s a
co~parlBon

of the

tao~8hti

of Buber and Radhakrlshnan for I

f'o,und that both men hold ':I4any essential vlews that B.re simi

lar.

They both

th1n~

t at man must rid hi self of the ex

cessive use of science.

Radhak~isnnanls

emphasis 1s th·-t of

an internal reI!r ,lous approach where Intui tiv.e insight 1s
vi tal in order to achle::Ve,an harlJonlou8 and unified world

and BUber's
or I-Thou
16 th

&p~roach

1

relati~nship.

exper1~~ce

that of the philosophy of dlalogue
Both men propose a religion which

of reality, which 1s ,

d~f1nite

part of

everyd y Ilfe, and which enables man to transcend the dif
fereno,es, be tween men and lead to true huma.n com unl ty.

